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Academic Procession
   Elizabeth K. Meyer, Grand Marshal
   Degree Candidates and Faculty
   President’s Party

The Pledge of Allegiance

The National Anthem
   10 a.m. Summer S. Chambers, Member of the Class of 2020
   3 p.m. Jordan R. Brown, Member of the Class of 2020

Welcome
   James E. Ryan, President of the University of Virginia

Introduction of Finals Speaker
   James B. Murray, Jr., Rector of the University of Virginia

Finals Address
   Melody Barnes, Professor of Practice and the Dorothy Danforth Compton Professor,
   and Co-Director of the Democracy Initiative

Special Musical Performance: “Charlottesville”
   Nathan R. Colberg, University of Virginia Alumnus, Singer-Songwriter

Remarks
   Omar Elhaj, President of the Class of 2020
   Virginia L. Brooks, Vice President of the Class of 2020

Special Greetings to the Class of 2020

Re-conferring of Degrees, Mr. Ryan
   Presentation of the Graduates, Elizabeth Magill, Executive Vice President and Provost

Greetings from the Alumni Association
   Lily E. West, President and CEO of the University of Virginia Alumni Association

“The Clock”
   Hannah M. Semmes, Member of the Class of 2020

Final Words to the Class, Mr. Ryan

Academic Recession, The Good Old Song
University of Virginia
Board of Visitors

as of May 16, 2020

James B. Murray, Jr., Rector (Keene, VA)
Whittington W. Clement, Vice Rector (Richmond, VA)
Robert M. Blue (Richmond, VA)
Mark T. Bowles (Goochland, VA)
L.D. Britt, M.D., MPH (Suffolk, VA)
Frank M. Conner III (Alexandria, VA)
Elizabeth M. Cranwell (Vinton, VA)
Thomas A. DePasquale (Washington, DC)
Barbara J. Fried (Crozet, VA)
John A. Griffin (New York, NY)
Louis S. Haddad (Suffolk, VA)
Robert D. Hardie (Charlottesville, VA)
Maurice A. Jones (Norfolk, VA)
Babur B. Lateef, M.D. (Manassas, VA)
Angela Hucles Mangano (Playa del Rey, CA)
C. Evans Poston, Jr. (Norfolk, VA)
James V. Reyes (Washington, DC)
Peter C. Brunjes, Faculty Member (Charlottesville, VA)
Derrick Wang, Student Member (Moseley, VA)
Susan G. Harris, Secretary to the Board of Visitors
University of Virginia
Administration
as of May 16, 2020

James E. Ryan, President
Jennifer Wagner Davis, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
K. Craig Kent, M.D., Executive Vice President for Health Affairs
M. Elizabeth Magill, Executive Vice President and Provost
John C. Jeffries, Jr., Senior Vice President for University Advancement
Colette Sheehy, Senior Vice President for Operations
Melody S. Bianchetto, Vice President for Finance
Timothy J. Heaphy, University Counsel
Ronald R. Hutchins, Vice President for Information Technology
Patricia M. Lampkin, Vice President and Chief Student Affairs Officer
Mark M. Luellen, Vice President for Advancement
David W. Martel, Vice President for Communications and Chief Marketing Officer
Kevin G. McDonald, Vice President for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Melur K. Ramasubramanian, Vice President for Research
Kelley D. Stuck, Vice President and Chief Human Resources Officer
Carla G. Williams, Director of Intercollegiate Athletics Programs
Maité Brandt-Pearce, Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs
Adam R. Daniel, Vice Provost for Planning
Archie Holmes, Jr., Vice Provost for Academic Affairs
Jody K. Kielbasa, Vice Provost for the Arts
Stephen D. Mull, Vice Provost for Global Affairs
Louis P. Nelson, Vice Provost for Academic Outreach
Anda L. Webb, Vice Provost for Administration
Maurice Apprey, Dean, African-American Affairs
Ian B. Baucom, Dean, College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Scott C. Beardsley, Dean, Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Craig H. Benson, Dean, School of Engineering & Applied Science
Ila L. Berman, Dean, School of Architecture
Philip E. Bourne, Dean, School of Data Science
Pamela F. Cipriano, Dean, School of Nursing
Risa L. Goluboff, Dean, School of Law
Allen W. Groves, Associate Vice President and University Dean of Students
Alex E. Hernandez, Dean, School of Continuing & Professional Studies
Robert C. Pianta, Dean, Curry School of Education and Human Development
Gregory W. Roberts, Dean, Undergraduate Admission
Ian H. Solomon, Dean, Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
John M. Unsworth, University Librarian and Dean of Libraries
David S. Wilkes, M.D., Dean, School of Medicine
Carl P. Zeithaml, Dean, McIntire School of Commerce
Donna Price Henry, Chancellor, The University of Virginia’s College at Wise
Graduates and Degree Candidates

Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Conferred August 2, 2019
Doctors of Philosophy
Sophie May Abramowitz English Dissertation: Playing the Folk: Black & Native Vernacular Performance, 1880-1940
Haniyah Barhouieпасandi French Dissertation: Beyond the Borders: The Transversal Adventures of Graphic Novels
Thomas Andrew Berenato English Dissertation: The Look of Forgiveness
Alison Christin Broach Anthropology Dissertation: Voices of Spirit and Blood: Garifuna Language Endangerment
Danilo Buscatto Medeiros Foreign Affairs Dissertation: Extremism and Polarization: How Income Inequality Affects Legislative Behavior in Brazil
Wenqiang Cai Economics Dissertation: Three Essays on Employee Benefits Policy
Alyssa Danielle Collins English Dissertation: Racing the Posthuman: Blackness, Technology, and the Literary Imagination
Logan Aaron Combee Chemistry Dissertation: New Methods Towards Efficient, Catalytic C-O and C-N Bond Forming Reactions
Leeza Constantoulakis Nursing Dissertation: The Evaluation of Fruit and Vegetable Incentive Programs on Childhood Obesity Prevalence in the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children
Brynn Sequoia Cook Environmental Sciences Dissertation: Assessing the Potential of Tropospheric Oxidants to Interfere with Insect Host Location, Mate Location, and Foraging Choice
Heather Lynn Cook Statistics Dissertation: Characterizing Standard Variable Importance Measures and Growth Modeling of Bangladeshi Children Over Two Years of Life
Steven James Dakermanji Chemistry Dissertation: Applications of Redox Processes to Molybdenum and Tungsten Dearomatization Agents
Catherine Lynn Debban Biology Dissertation: Reproductive Isolation and Gene Flow Vary Among Contact Zones Between Incipient Species
Mark Dombrovskiy Biology Dissertation: Neuroethology of Cooperative Behavior in Drosophila Larvae
Carl Cheng Heng Fua Psychology Dissertation: More than One Way to Say I Love You: An Internet-Based Intervention for Training Flexible Thinking in Romantic Relationships
Sheng Gao Physics Dissertation: Synthesis and Thermoelectric Studies of a Narrow Gap Semiconducting Alloy for Cooling BiSb
Alison Elena Glassie English Dissertation: Novels of the Floating World: Ocean, Climate, and Contemporary Sea Fiction
Ryan Michael Grippo Biology Dissertation: The Influence of Dopamine Signaling on the Central Circadian Clock: Implications for Jet Lag and Obesity
Julia Jong Haines Anthropology Dissertation: Intimate Spaces and Plantation Landscapes in Nineteenth-Century Mauritius: Archaeology of Indentured Laborers in the Western Indian Ocean
Joshua David Hinkle Chemistry Dissertation: Antibody Sequence Analysis by Controlled Protolysis and Ion-Ion Chemistry
Fauzia Husain Sociology Dissertation: Walking and Talking the Gendered State: Women, Security and Authority in Karachi, Pakistan
Dajun Lin Economics Dissertation: Multi-Dimensional Abilities, Task Content of Occupations, and Career Choices: A Dynamic Analysis
Nicholas Wilson Lindberg History Dissertation: A City of Rivals: Civic Notables and the Creation of the Hellenistic World
Candace Nicole Miller Sociology Dissertation: Race, Entrepreneurship, and Urban Revitalization in Detroit
Rachel Kathleen Narr Psychology Dissertation: The Connection Project: Effects of an Adolescent Social-Bonding Intervention on Social Belongingness, Social Skills, and Mental Health
Xinyan Peng Anthropology Dissertation: We’ve Always Worked Professionalizing Life Among White-Collar Women in Contemporary Urban China
Chulleeporn Prompahakul Nursing Dissertation: Moral Distress Among Thai Nurses: A Mixed Methods Study
Meghan Hill Puglia Psychology Dissertation: The Noisy Brain in Infancy: A Neurobiological Marker of Normative Social Development
Christina Ross Nursing Dissertation: African American Female Adolescents’ Perspectives Regarding Their Sexual and Reproductive Health Needs While in Foster Care: A Qualitative Descriptive Study
Lauren Kathleen Rudenko Biology Dissertation: Intraneuronal Tau Misfolding Induced by Extracellular Amyloid-f Oligomers
Adi Shaked Psychology Dissertation: On the Same Wavelength: Shared Emotions as Information for Social Evaluation
Andrew Howard Sorber History Dissertation: To Avoid Future Peril: Signs, Portents, and Prophecy in the Carolingian World, ca. 771-840
Anthony Paul Sparacino Government Dissertation: The Democratic and Republican Governors Associations and the Nationalization of American Politics
Diana Catalina Vallejo Pedraza Sociology Dissertation: Pricing Suffering: Compensation for Human Rights Violations in Columbia and Peru
Cory Andrew Weller Biology Dissertation: The Evolutionary Implications of Adaptations to Stressful Environments on Time Scales Spanning Days to Millennia

Masters of Arts
Bushra Abdellamalak Hayley Anna Austin Lindsay Cheattle Hongying Dong Evan Hall Michael Lam Ly

Masters of Science
Soliana Herrera Jacob Daniel Higgins Michael Gilman Vitz Ray Hess Bair Watson

Conferred December 19, 2019
Doctors of Philosophy
Caleb Paul Agnew English Dissertation: A Form that is Many: Anglophone Poetry
Alice Fay Besterman Environmental Sciences Dissertation: Macroagal Distribution and Impacts on Intertidal
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

Flax, with Emphasis on the Exotic Species Agarophyton Vermiculophyllum
Charles Philip Clark
Chemistry
Dissertation: Microfluidic Applications in Forensic Science
Danning Di
Physics
Dissertation: High Momentum Transfer Nucleon Elastic Electromagnetic Form Factor Measurements Using Super Bigbite Spectrometer at Jefferson Lab
Elizabeth Milda Duselis
Chemistry
Dissertation: Ion/Ion Reactions in Primary Structure Interrogation of Intact Proteins by Mass Spectrometry
Jeremy Allen Fisher
Religious Studies
Dissertation: A Promising Godlessness: Recovering the Religious Atheism of Ludwig Feuerbach
Julia Fisher
English
Dissertation: The Redemption of Allegory
Flavio Alessio Geissuesler
Religious Studies
Pingyu He
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Globalization, Firm Behaviors, and Local Labor Markets
Trina K. Kumodzi
Nursing
Dissertation: Violence in St. Kitts and Nevis: A Retrospective Analysis of Homicides, 2000-2018
Rafael Lopez
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Innovating in War: Risk, Organizational Cost and Successful Adoption
Heather L. Lothamer
Nursing
Dissertation: Exploring Patient Treatment Decision Making in the Context of Ovarian Cancer Recurrence
Chung Ting Ma
Physics
Dissertation: Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Novel Magnetic Behaviors in Amorphous Ferrimagnets
Dominique Maurice Maffucci
Chemistry
Dissertation: Methods of Astrochemical Modeling: A Multidimensional Approach
Sumant Manohar
Biology
Dissertation: The Role of Homeobox Transcription Factor SIX3 in Vertebrate Eye Development
Aleksander Viktorovich Morgan
Mathematics
Dissertation: Bounded Generation of Some Linear Groups
Julian Rocha
Chemistry
Dissertation: Dynamic Assembly of the Type-3 Secretion System in Yersinia Enterocolitica Probed by Super-Resolution Fluorescence Imaging
Jason Sumontha
Psychology
Dissertation: Minority Stress and Parenting: A Study of Stress and Resilience Among Parents in Same-Sex Relationships
Sean Tennant
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Space Syntax Analysis and the Domestic Architecture of the Roman West
Nicholas Trautz
Religious Studies
Dissertation: The Legacy of the Eight Teachings: Revelation, Ritual, and Enlightened Violence in Classical Tibet
Martin Pothier Volanic
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Oxygen Exchange and Hydrodynamics of Tidal Flat Ecosystems Along the Virginia, USA Coast
Aaron Michael Wegner
Physics
Dissertation: Local Atomic Effects in the Phase Transition of TiSe2- xTex and NaMnBi Semiconductors
Myungwhan Yoo
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on International Trade, Offshoring, and FDI
Xin Yuan
Biology
Dissertation: Coordination of Insulin-Mediated Neural Stem Cell Proliferation and Stem Cell Niche Development
Deperi Zhang
Physics
Dissertation: Crystal Structures, Rotational, Vibrational Dynamics, and Optoelectronic Properties of Two-Dimensional Hybrid Organic-Inorganic Perovskites
Yunlu Zhu
Biology
Dissertation: Novel Roles of Glial Precursors in Early Neurogenesis

Masters of Arts
Grace Elizabeth Alvinio
Yoonah Baek
Jenna Marie Blochowicz
Clayton Jonah Butler
Elizabeth Catherine Cable
Dennis James Campbell
Jessica Lee Canada
William Benjamin Chenault
Moonju Cho
Rebecca Claxton
Katharine Elisabeth Daniel
Alida Ashby Davis
Matthew DeSelm
Jeremy William Eberle
erin Elizabeth Figley
Matthew David Friedich
Jesse Howard Grabman
Andrew Joseph Graves
Lily Tayce Greenway
Seung Jae Han
Jessica Hasper
abigail Elizabeth Herman
Eric David Hilker
Quinn Hieschi
Jonathan Dunham Holste
Brandon Gregory Jacques
Ryan Kirkpatrick
Jing Luo
Phuc Thanh Luong
Leah Jean Malkovich
Nauder Namaky
Amber Marie Neshut
Mirthyunjanay Nilayangode
Geumbi Park
Yu Qian
Xiaolei Qu
Natasha Rosanna Emilienne Mona Rowland
Shannon Marie Savell
Nicholas Christman Scott
Wyatt James Semmerling Smith
Yuyao Song
Tyler Austin Spears
Chad Day Truslow
Tara Lucile Valladares
Tyler James Wake
Sidong Zhong

Master of Fine Arts
Juan Esteban Suarez Encalada

Masters of Science
Zhihang Chen
Nicholas Lee Collins
Kelsey Susanne Huelisman
Siyi Ji
Yanyan Ju
Han Joong Kim
Jinhui Li
Kunlang Li
Zijie Lin
Yiwen Liu

Yangxue Ma
Amanda Rose Metell
Bihui Qi
Weije Qi
Qingling Shen
Jialing Shi
Morrison Adam Turnansky
Linli Wang
Yang Xu
Dayu Xue
Xuexin Yang
Zitian Ye
Jinghang Zhang
Yilin Zhang

Conferred May 17, 2020

Doctors of Philosophy
Sharissa Joy Aidukaitis
Slavic Languages and Literatures
Dissertation: Lyrics of Home and Nation: The Poetic Geographies of Anna Akhmatova and Lina Kostenko
Sana Alaya Seghair
French
Dissertation: The Islamic State of Contemporary Literature in France and the Maghreb
Asaf Almog
History
Matthew Salett Andler
Philosophy
Dissertation: The Social Ontology of Sexuality
Cory-Alice Andre-Johnson
Anthropology
Dissertation: Between Birth and Bones: Not-Knowing in the Madagascar Sand
Thomas Antorino IV
Spanish
Dissertation: Feminine Bestsellers: Gender and the Question of Modernity in the Spanish Short Novel, 1907-1936

Nenette Marie Arroyo
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Loca Sancta in the New World: The Creation of Sacred Space in the Spanish California Missions, 1769-1823
Maura Comeau Belanger
Chemistry
Dissertation: Development and Characterization of Analytical Tools to Study Immunity Ex Vivo
Emily Michelle Benton
Nursing
Dissertation: Enhancing Informed, Shared Decision Making in a

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

Chronic Population: Use of an Advanced Directive Decision Aid for Patients Living with Heart Failure

Irefa Anwara Binte-Farid
Anthropology
Dissertation: “We Don’t Marry Them”: The Politics of Kinship, Migration, and Nation-Building in Contemporary Oman

Nicole Bonno
Spanish
Dissertation: “Hacerse la América”: Procesos de hibridación imaginados en la literatura migratoria italo-argentina

Jeffrey William Brulet
Chemistry
Dissertation: Sulfur-Triazole Exchange Chemistry for the Global Targeting and Liganding of Functional Tyrosine Sites

Clayton Jonah Butler
History
Dissertation: True Blue: White Unionists in the Deep South During the Civil War and Reconstruction, 1860-1880

Nicholas Richard Buttrick
Psychology
Dissertation: False Growth Mindsets: An Exploration

Jordan Buysses
English
Dissertation: The Word and the Bit: Information and Twentieth/Twenty-First Century Literature

Anna Catherine Cameron
Sociology
Dissertation: Video Games and Social Inequalities: Understanding Gaming Culture Through Online and Offline Practices

Tracie Canada
Anthropology
Dissertation: A Team of Brothers: Race, Kin, and Order in College Football

Zachary Ralph Carson
Physics
Dissertation: Probing Fundamental Physics with Gravitational Waves

Josh Yin Pei Chen
Sociology
Dissertation: Institutional Pathways to Racial Integration in Non-Dominant Organizations

Emily Elizabeth Cook
Economics
Dissertation: Competing Campuses: An Equilibrium Model of the U.S. Higher Education Market

Hannah Thankful Cromartie
Astronomy
Dissertation: Massive, Bright and Brand-New: Millisecond Pulsars as Probes of Fundamental Physics

Huy Quoc Dang
Mathematics
Dissertation: Hurwitz Trees and Deformations of Artin-Schreier Covers

James Darcy
Philosophy
Dissertation: Grounding, Hierarchy, and Haeccities

Robert Anthony D'Ippolito
Chemistry
Dissertation: Analysis of Protamines and the Investigation of Concentration Effects of an Immobilized Aspergillopepsin I Reactor

Aubrey Lynn Doede
Nursing
Dissertation: The Impact of Drought and Airborne Pollutants on Pediatric Asthma in Imperial County, California, United States

Caitlin Nicole Dreisbach
Nursing
Dissertation: The Influence of Maternal Obesity on Microbial Function and Impaired Glucose Tolerance During Pregnancy

Gengyu Du
Chemistry

Sierra Lenore Eisen
Psychology
Dissertation: The Role of Play and Adult Guidance in Children's Spatial Development

Anna Ruth Eisenstein
Anthropology

Salim Ergene
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Bailouts

Brett Charles Evans
Classics
Dissertation: Callimachus and the Exchange of Cultural Capital at Court

Elizabeth Barnes Fox
English
Dissertation: Rebellious Youth: The Development of Fiction for the Adolescent Audience, 1850-1900

Rebecca Anne Frank
Classics
Dissertation: Plutarch and the Delphic Oracle

Yan Nok Torrance Fung
Philosophy
Dissertation: Perceptual and Cognitive Qualia

Andrew DiMaggio Gates
Government
Dissertation: Reclaiming Rights: Subaltern Praxis and Counterhegemonic Strategy in French and Canadian Social Movement Politics

Devaki Ghose
Economics
Dissertation: Trade, Internal Migration, and Human Capital

Charles Joseph Glaser III
Physics
Dissertation: Preliminary Analysis of PEN Experiment: A Precision Measurement of the Pion Electronic Decay Branching Ratio

Justin Garrett Greenlee
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Bessarion's World: Art, Science, Crusade

Alexander Solomon Gross
Economics
Dissertation: Bargaining in the Supply Chain

Erik David Harrington
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Natural Relaxation: Defining Dutch Pleasures and Pictorial Conventions in the Seventeenth-Century Winter Scene

Christian Rochford Hayes
Astronomy
Dissertation: Dwarf Galaxy Accretion in the Milky Way: Viewing Dwarf Galaxy Accretion Through the Eyes of Large Surveys

Meret Sarah Hofer
Psychology
Dissertation: Constructing Officer Perspectives on Service: The Mutual Influence of Role Orientation and Role Strain on Police Officers' Orientations to Their Work

Adam Chase Huckaby
Biology
Dissertation: Mechanisms and Genomic Features of Copy Number Variation in Malaria Parasites

Jiyeon Kang
Anthropology
Dissertation: Striving for a Good Death: Palliative Care Practices in a Tertiary Hospital in Korea

Caroline Malory Kelsey
Psychology
Dissertation: Exploring the Role of the Gut-Brain Axis in Infant Brain and Behavioral Development

Andrew Koblin
Mathematics
Dissertation: Wild Ramification and Stacky Curves

Brittany Rae Leach
Government

Diego Adolfo Legal Caruña
Economics
Dissertation: Consumer Bankruptcy and Labor Market Policies

Samuel Vincent Lemley
English
Dissertation: The Antiquarian Mode: English Literature and the Tropics of Antiquarianism, 1600-1660

Huazhang Li
Statistics
Dissertation: State-Space Approaches for Mapping Brain Networks Using iEEG Data

Jue Liang
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Conceiving the Mother of Tibet: The Life, Lives, and Afterlife of the Buddhist Saint Yeshe Tsogyel

Ye Lin
Statistics
Dissertation: Estimating the Diagnostic Accuracy of Machine Learning Models on Childhood Growth with Statistical Models

Sean Thomas Linden
Astronomy
Dissertation: Contrast Normal and Extreme Environments: A Multiwavelength Census of Star Clusters and Star Forming Regions in Nearby Galaxies

Alice Jia Liu
Statistics
Dissertation: Errors in Variables in Random Forests: Theory and Application to Eyewitness Identification

Erin Elizabeth Maher
Psychology
Dissertation: The Organization of Synapses on Visual Thalamus Dendrites in the Mouse: A 3D-Connectomics Approach

Jessica Frances Marroquin
Spanish
Dissertation: Figures of Death: Hybridity and Violence in la Santa Muerte

Christopher Lloyd Maternowski
History
Dissertation: The Importance of

---

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Being Insular: Tristan da Cunha and the British Imperial World

Victoria A. Mauer
Psychology
Dissertation: “We Need” A Complete Change of Culture: Bystander Intervention Programming and Campus Safety

Issac Benjamin May
Religious Studies

Jennifer Marquita McDaniels
Biology
Dissertation: Understanding Molecular Strategies of Resistance Used by the Malarial Parasite, Plasmodium Falciparum

Megan Marie Miller
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Health Policy

Robert Glenn Moulder, Jr.
Psychology
Dissertation: Latent Multivariate Maximal Lyapunov Expon

Justin Craig Mueller
Music
Dissertation: Aural Dramaturgies: A New Approach to the Operatic Soundscape

Brian Carl Neumann
History
Dissertation: Last Hope of Liberty: Unionism and Nullification in South Carolina, 1828-1836

Michael James Nilon
Religious Studies
Dissertation: American Zen Hospital Chaplaincy: The Practice of Mindful Spiritual Care

Karen Deanna Huang Pan
Statistics
Dissertation: Covariance Estimation for Small Sample Data with Applications to Forensic Glass

Andrea Lee Pauw
Spanish
Dissertation: Verses to Live By: Aljamiado Poetry in Madejar and Morisco Communities

Pumidech Puthongkham
Chemistry
Dissertation: Novel Microelectrodes and Methods for Real-Time Electrochemical Detection of Neurotransmitters

Gillette Gardner Rosenblith
History
Dissertation: Criminalization, Empowerment, and the End of Public Housing as We Knew It, 1969-2000

Jeremiah Aryeh Rozman
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Socializing Militants: How States End Asymmetric Conflict with Non-State Opponents

Oscar Ruiz Hernandez
Spanish
Dissertation: Crossings: Identidad, trabajo y movilidad social en el teatro del largo Siglo XVIII en España

Thomas Wirt Sale IV
Mathematics
Dissertation: Quantum Symmetric Pairs and Quantum Supergroups at Roots of 1

Terre Sanford
Slavic Languages and Literatures
Dissertation: Memory of the Minsk Ghetto: The Interaction of Genre and Generations After the Holocaust

Daniel Flint Schmidt
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Hadley Cell Expansion and Shifting Subtropical Highs

Mark Allen Schrecengost, Jr.
Mathematics
Dissertation: Finite Generation of RGD Systems with Exceptional Links

Spyridon Simotas
French
Dissertation: Brouillon net: The Legacy of the Writer’s Notebook on the Web

Ellen Hutchins Speers
Chemistry
Dissertation: Mass Spectrometry Characterization of Post-Translational Modifications on the Arabidopsis Growth Regulator Protein RGA

Mae Rose Speight
Religious Studies

Elizabeth Doe Stone
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Cosmopolitan Facture: John Singer Sargent and Anders Zorn, 1871-1915

Madelyn Corbett Stuart
Slavic Languages and Literatures
Dissertation: Madness, Mental Institutions, and Transcendence in the Work of Garshin, Chekhov, Bulgakov, and Pelehin

Yinge Sun
Statistics
Dissertation: Bayesian Inference of Directional Brain Network Models for Intracranial EEG Data

Nicole Kay Swope
Chemistry
Dissertation: Spectroscopic Studies of Glycosylated CEACAM1 Ectodomains and Membrane Protein Folding in Lipid-Detergent Mixtures

Jessica Ann Taggart
Psychology
Dissertation: As Good as the Real Thing? A Mixed Methods Study of the Perceived Impact of Pretend Play on Children’s Self-Efficacy and Competence

Ashley Marie Tate
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Reading from the Inside Out: The Biblical Generation of a Feminist Hermeneutic

Doyle Payne Tate
Psychology
Dissertation: Norms for Lesbian and Gay Parenthood as a Function of Gender and Sexual Orientation

Nguyen Hu Tho Ton
Physics
Dissertation: Experimental Study of the 3He and Neutron Spin Structures at Low Q2 and the Upgrade of the JLab Polarized 3He Target

Justin Benjamin Weinstock
Statistics
Dissertation: Improving Evaluations of Cancer Screening Through Better Methods of Estimating Pre-Clinical Distributions

Alexander Thomas Welch
Government
Dissertation: Rise of the Tariff Man: Donald Trump’s Conquest and Ideological Redefinition of the Republican Party

Justin Henry Wilde
Chemistry
Dissertation: Synthetic Applications of Molybdenum and Tungsten Deaeromatization Agents

Xuedan Wu
Chemistry
Dissertation: Fluorous Phase-Based Enantioselective Fluorescent Screening for Asymmetric Catalytic Reaction and Enantioselective Fluorescent Recognition of Amino Acids

Chunling Yan
Philosophy
Dissertation: Scientific Realism and Quantum Theories

Shen Zhang
Chemistry
Dissertation: Genetically Encoded Fluorescent Biosensors to Light Up Biological Signaling

Meng Zhuang
Chemistry
Dissertation: Boron Dye-Polymer Materials for Oxygen Sensing and Imaging

Paul Jeffrey Zivick
Astronomy
Dissertation: Understanding Satellite Galaxies Through the Kinematics of the Small Magellanic Cloud in the Age of HST and Gaia

Masters of Arts

Katelyn Marie Aberl
Philosophy
Dissertation: Scientific Realism

Josephine Sleeper Adams
Eniola Alolayan
Savannah Muriel Aigner
Justin William Aimonetti
Bader M. Alfarhan
Rachel Apone
Maura Austin
Ian Daniel Becker
John Alan Boyd III
Lydia Grace Brown
Beau H. Bryan
Daniele Lorraine Celano
Summer Shaw Chambers
Courtney Hannah Cox
Kelly Danner
Richard Karl Siron Deang
Isabella M.K. Nguyen Dillon
cori jordan doyle
Kathleen Eleanor Dunbar
Amy Victoria Fedeski
Donovan Patrick Fifield
Anna Isabella Fleming
Joseph Robert Foley
Brigid Catherine Hanrathan
Erik David Harrington
John Pollard Henshaw
Meghan Victoria Herwig
Christopher Hiebert
Stephen Matthias Hoyle
Melissa Ann Ivanco
Ian Iverson
Jingjie Ji
Celeste Rain Johnson
Corinne Elyse Johnson
Connor Joslin
Jiyeon Kang
Conlan Joseph Kastanias
Sumudu Kushan Katugampola
Amy Danielle Kisyakov
Deja Kong
Jennifer Hannah Levin
Hannah Gabrielle Litkowski
Shreya Maini
Alexandra Nicole Martinez
Charlotte Clothier McClintock
Zachary Martin McKeever
Lucas Michael Morel
Jackson Alexander Myers
Alison Baker Newman
Ann Margaret Nicholson
Samuel Todd Nicot
Shifa Amina Noor
Meghan Kelsie O’Donoghue
Laura Hillie Ornee
Melanie Rose Pace
Emmit Kellum Pert
David Cobb Priester, Jr.
Leah Elisabeth Putnam
Xian Qu
Nina Raby
Mary Lynn Radhuber
Rachel Gabrielle Rambo
Bridget Teresa Reilly
Stephen Fain Roepelle
Rebecca A Robinson
Jhordan Nathaniel Rogers
Jennifer Melissa Saunders
Katherine Olivia Shaffer
Gustav Ryan Sjoebeck
Enxiao Song
Wenhai Song
Lauren Elizabeth Staton
Elizabeth Doe Stone
Anna Laing Stormoen
William John Stover
Lloyd Kevin Alimboyoyu Sy
Jeffery Tyler Syck
Darya Tahan
Tirajah Tahvildar Akbari
Nicole Stephanie Talavera-Arbontes
Paige Katherine Tierney
Jillian Turner
Shane Weitzman
Junlin Wu
Luotong Yao
Xuan Ye

**Masters of Fine Arts**
Julie Catherine Briski
Helena Haerin Chung
Cassie Marie Davies
Lauren Midyette Duffie
Justin Keenan
Anita Olivia Koester
Emily Elizabeth Sparzo Lawson
Anna Martin-Beecher
Emily Bacoit Nason
Caleb Nolen
Justin T Poruban
Katherine Rice
Aimee Seu
Katherine Marie Stell
Kathleen Anna Stomps
Christian Chase Swalling
Jessica Marie Walker

**Masters of Science**
Shawn Nipun Anand
Vinaj Prem Baaj
Zheng Chen
Christopher Kok Tking Chung
Arthur Carl Conover
Samer Jamal El-Abd
Erzhen Hu
Yishu Hu
Nicholas John Harris James
Oliver Knocklein
Lauren Elizabeth Lieske
Zhe-Yu Daniel Lin
Michael Patrick Lynch
Xiaoyuan Ma
Matthew McCarthy
Madeline Jeanne McCombe
Andrew John Meyer
Briania Mills
Jeffrey Michael Michael
Mingyu Qi
Cameron Marie Rangelcort
Bennett Ames Rennier
Hannah Richard
Richard Austin Seielt
Adam Charles Simon
Huaxin Song
Andrew Jacob Taylor
Sarah Kellogg Vaughan
Catherine Alissa Vincent
Yaotian Wang
David Andrew Will
Jiawei Wu
Shenghao Ye
Yameng Zhang
Yuan Zhang
Xingchen Zhou
Dylan Richard Justice
Kelly Keng
Muhtasim Hossain Khan
Ammad Munif Khokar
Rahmeen Khurram
John Casey King
Caroline Kinsella
Gemma Alexandra Lawson
Joseph James Lawton IV
Jacqueline Elizabeth Fischer Leary
William Zhou Li
Katelyn Ellen Lynch
Shreya Maini
Danielle Martin
Steven Chase Matchett
Austin James Meier
Adin Scott Mengel
Christopher Joseph Merrill
Lydia Michael
John Andrew Miller
Shaun Alexander Miller
Liam John Murphy
Uzoamaka Annabel Njoku
Samah Abdalla Nour
Kennedy Chimemerem Nwabia
Simeon Okoro
John Wesley Montgomery Orton
Katherine Barrett Palumbo
Dylan Nitin Patel
Camille Marie Elsa Paulston
Olivia Sabin Peabody
Alexandra Piorowski
Melina Pope
Joseph William Reed
Megan Marie Richards
Milum Amos Richardson
Joanna Seung-Hyun Ro
Jonathan Edward Sanders
Tsering Yangzom Say
Peyton Hilliard Schwartz
Mason Scott
Brock Savage Showers
Rafael Eduardo Silva Macias
Adam Charles Simon
Taylor Rowley Smith
Anna Clareece Taylor
Jameicia Allowyne Unique Thomas
Gregory James Toms
Sydney Allison-Lyne Ward
Diana Wilson
Devon Yi
Zulimara Yusuf
Jonathan Ari Zegler

**College of Arts & Sciences**

**Bachelors of Arts**
Danya Yaquen Abutaleb
Lama Al-Eryan
Robert Edward Lee Andrews
Ana Lucia Ballon Becerra
Shree Baphna
Laura Bancroft Barham
Caroline Harris Barrington
Christian Jonathan Batarseh
Maris Bayer
Richard Lee Beale IV
Claire Elise Bereit
Floyd Tyler Black
Alexandro Wright Blake
Jeffrey L. Carey, Jr.
Yao Chen
Unsung Cho
Grace Vanessa Chu
Lisa Alessandra Cofrancesco
Matthew Anthony Cogswell
Chase Christian Collier
Aidan Comerford
Rachel Caroline Cressell
Thomas Matthew Crews
Bradon John Crilly
Katherine Elizabeth Currie
Ayca Naile Danisman
Andana Maia de Almeida
Clifford Parker Dean
Samuel Dennis
Mary Ross Diffendaffer
William Walker Dougheerty
Melissa Shao Juen E
Uhumonina Clinton Edamwen
Kate Sommi Edmondson
Slater Fair
Alexus LuAnn Ferguson
Deborah Marie Finney
Alexander Brent Gilmore
Sean Robert-Micheal Groves
Ilhaha Haidari
Jonathan Haynes
Victoria Herrera
Jade Hill
Ashley Doriel Hill-Meggison
Andrew Carleton Hunt
Brendan Kenneth Hunt
Christopher James Jackson
Joseph Leslie Jennings IV
Maja Nicole Johnson
Priyashma Joshi
Jae Young Jun
Emily Bacot Nason
Anita Olivia Koester
Cassie Marie Davies
Helena Haerim Chung
Julie Catherine Briski
Xuan Ye
Shane Weitzman
Jillian Turner
Paige Katherine Tierney

**Bachelors of Science**

**ASTRONOMY-PHYSICS**
Niklaus Martin Dollhopf

**PHYSICS**
Albert Tooma Bryant
Patrick McCormick IV
Kyle-Thomas Flournoy Pressler

**Conferred December 19, 2019**

**Bachelors of Arts**
Bugarahan Abdulkarim
Chë Emilio Abrego
Robin Emeka Alamefune
Tala Raseem Ansari
Katherine Rebecca Atkeson
Lauren Brooke Baber
Ju Hee Baek
Charles Clay Bailey
Brendan Sean Baker
Sophia Elisabeth Bandurco
Aidan Earl Barnes
Christopher George Baumgardner
Kimberly Bazemore
Julia Jean Bennett
Awa Moneiwicz Biong
Sallie Marie Blanks
Eva Jeannine Bogdewic
Caroline Marie Bondi
Ariana Shelly Bowles
Marla Paola Bracho Ruiz
Casey Dawn Breneman
Kenneth Kodama Brunson
Sara Brunstetter
Christene Jordan Buchanan
Isabella Chloe Burnette
Godfrey Forest Cathcart
Lucy Hunton Catlett
Ana-Maria Cerney
Jasmine Mei-Ling Nicole Chen
Keyu Chen
Yishi Chen
Sarah Youngju Chin
Dustin Choe
Sydney Michelle Clark
Abigail Kathleen Clukey
Kathleen Katayoon Connelly
Samantha Hardoby Conway
Anthony Thomas Corso
De’Vante Cross
Osiris Crutchfield
Elizabeth Culbertson
John Spencer Culbertson
Bryce Cuthrell
Thien Dang
Marcel DaSilva
Ashlee Nicole Davis
Catherine Elizabeth Davis
Charles Sylvesta Davis
Joshua William Davis
Eric Alphaeus Devairrakak
Mamadi Diakite
Jordan Emmanuel Divina

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Distinguished Majors Program

Megan Amanda Leonard
Seung Whyan Lee
Jason Jisu Lee
Gregory Gyu Ho Lee
James T
Ryan Gregory Lamb
Cassity Elizabeth Lacy
Samantha Rose Kunkel
Samuel David Krivus
Christopher Ross Koffman
Lauren Brook Knight
Olivia Ehrin Klahn
Devin Donggyu Kim
Frederick Henry Kessler
Frances McCauley Keeler
Aditya Kamath
Tomoya Kanno
Frances McCauley Keeler
Frederick Henry Kessler
Devon Donggyu Kim
Olivia Ehrin Klahn
Lauren Brook Knight
Christopher Ross Hoffman
John Heejoon Koh
Samuel David Krivus
Samantha Rose Kunkel
Cassity Elizabeth Lacy
Ryan Gregory Lamb
Kevin Alexander Larsen
Mia Isabel Larsen
James Townsend Layton
Gregory Gyu Ho Lee
Jason Jisu Lee
Seung Whyan Lee
Andrew Joseph Leon
Megan Amanda Leonard
Bryanna Lindberg
Rose Joan Litwin
Amber Liu
Wenjie Liu
Yiran Liu
Kevin Livingstone
Marin Phasophop Lloyd
Jiayi Lu
Stephen Tadd Luhan
Savana Lisette Mai
Nicholas Burton Malone
Andrew James Marquardt
Emily Leigh May
Elizabeth Ann McClaugherty
Caroline Fisher McCrary
John McCreary
Simone Lynnece McGowan
Logan Danielle Mendenhall
Howard Joseph Miller
Christian Michael Moore
Ponnia Muyen
Blair Marie Nicol
Kojo Nketsia-Tabiri
Will Norton
William Christopher Pace
Meredith Elaine Palmore
Joseph Jonk Park
Charles Tilman Parrish
Franz Anthony Paz
Bryce Perkins
Tiffany Rose Perry
Courtney Lynn Petersen
Jessica Le Phan
Paola Pinzon Hernandez
Nace Plesko
Katie Prescott
Joshua Devin Priest
Natalie Anne Racoosin
Dillon Jeffrey Reinkensmeyer
Matisser Battle Richards
Myles Lamar Robinson
Nicholas Demetri Rodriguez
Taylor Rodney Rohrich
Robin Andrew Scott Roper
Daniel Gar Rosendahl
Charles Payne Schug
Taylor Scipion
Caroline Katherine Scarford
Eleanor Jane Sechler
Hannah Elizabeth Sharpe
Brittany Skylar Shook
Lavinia Monet Sims
Sarah Rachel Singer
Ja’Mir Capone Smith
Amy Elizabeth Snyder
Emily Madeline Spangler
Emily Morgan Spickard
Grayson Cameron Sprinkle
Alexa Mindlin Steckler
Mary Allen Talley
William St. Clair Talley, Jr.
Peter Garrett Tegethoff
Richard Benjamin Trent
Deniz Tunceli
Mary Vasjuta
Marie Vasquez
Emma Ninoska Villalobos-Gutierrez
Grace Elizabeth Visser
Max Sunnyboy Walker
Tongxiao Wang
Victoria Suzanne Webb
Isaac Braden Weintz
Josef Wayne Weisband
Olivier Paul Weiss
Grant Alexander Whelan
Kendall Morgan White
Madeline Grace Williamson
Andrew Wiseman
Hannah Charis Yang
Ying Yang
Apollo Edwin Young
Young Seo Yoon
Samuel Jakim Young
Jackson Zagurski
Mohammad Hushaam Zahid
Renee Zhang
Yuheng Zhou
Allison Zuegel
Rashna Zulliqar

Bachelors of Science

BIOLOGY
Julia Cornelius
Sai Ravi Teja Munagala

ENVIROMENTAL SCIENCES
Rebecca Harper Hostetter
Lauren Nicole Johnson
Cassandra Brown Whitesell
Jennifer Yates

Conferring May 17, 2020

Bachelors of Arts

Michelle Abban
Javaria Khalid Abbasi
Ali Emaad Abdel-Rahman
Esrey Abee
Brago Abogye-Nyame
Monica Abouelsaad
Nathaniel Robert Abraham
Caitlin Marie Abraham
Nicholas Arthur Abramson
Liya Nurul Abseno
Christopher Guy Acciai
Sofia Esther Ackerman
Nicholas Adam
Brooke Adams
Lauren Delaney Adams
Tobias Kim Addis
Ernest Okaeiti Addy-Nettey
Olatunji Samuel Afolabi-Brown
Devanish Agarwal
Nardin Mohlsen Ageeb
Yasmine Akhami
Caleb Hyunsu Ahn
Jonathan Leonard Aiello
Mark Doxrud Aitken
Noor Amena Bai
Noor Amena Bai

College of Arts & Sciences

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Madison Paige Allen
Summer Amanda Allen
Tatayana Allen
William Neumann Allocca
Anahissa Almaraz-Camacho
Catherine Anne Atemus
Lincoln Thomas Ambrose
Victoria Grace Ambrosi
Jonathan Amezquita
Ibtsaia Amin
Shuchi Amin
Ana Esabaa Amisah
Hung Quoc Khanh An
Charles Gustav Anderson IV
Connor Ross Anderson
Emma Kathryn Anderson
Matthew Robert Anderson
Nicolas Anderson
Reilly Christina Anderson
Isabelle Ballard Andrews
John Wesley Andrews
Emily Ives Angelotti
Vilas Annavarapu
Arshiya Ansari
Nicholas Andrew Anthony
Christina Suzanne Anton
Chino Anukwuem
Ophelia Anwah
Jinol Sofiana Aridi
Elisabeth Rebecca Arnold
Gregory Vincent Arnold
Samuel Kabor Arora
Kritika Reddy Arrabothu
Umar Arshad
Tara Arya
Nana Yaa Asamoah-Mensah
Jacob Asch
Tanner Michael Asmussen
Griffin Michael Asnis
Trevor Wells Atkeson
Adrienne Virginia Atkins
Lamont Atkins, Jr.
Azaria Monet Atkinson
Sarah Colleen Atkinson
Erin Rine Attwood
Elizabeth Bryan Ayres
Deborah Lillian Ayres-Brown
Arian A Azizi
Celeste Mary Azzi
Parker James Bach
Samuel Bachman
Evan Grayson Backer
Daniel Joseph Bader
Abigail Suzanne Badway
Jin Seok Bae
Mira Mariam Bagous
Jared Mitchel Bagwell
Robin Nian Guan Bai
Noor Amena Bai
Julia Elizabeth Bailey
Makenzie Brooke Bailey
Tyler Seth Bailey
Ryan Paul Baillie
Jordan Danae Baker
Marron Kathleen Elaine Baker
Mica Baker
Ryan O'Connor Baker
Ian Alexander Balbus
Nickolas Baldwin
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Lane Wheeler Ballentine
Madison Channing Ballman
Shally Baloch
David Bang
Yeji Bang
Elizabeth Bangura
Nadim Barakat
Patrick Baratta
Elissa Bardi
Charlotte Edmonston Barkdull
Hannah Cailin Barker
Nellie Kathleen Barker
Arianna Campbell Barkhordari
John Gordon Barkley
Mary Elizabeth Barksdale
Austin Barlow
Adrienne Simone Barnes
MWatamaha Kalea Barnett-Jefferson
Elizabeth Anne Barr
Kristen Rochelle Barrett
Night Bruce Barrow III
John Michael Barry
Wynne Genevieve Barsanti
Matthew Peter O’Neill Bartolozzi
Emma Bass
Hannah Pemberton Bates
Megha Batra
Adrian Bauer Mayrock
Owen Michael Baughan
Abes Bautista Neughebauer
Lucas Duncan Beasey
Samantha Deann Beaupre
Margaret Georgia Beazley
James Walter Becker
Thomas Philip Beddow
Adam Benjamin Bedell
Owen Michael Baughan
Nicholas Karl Brozey
Luke Samuel Brugel
Caroline Elizabeth Bryan
Sarah Marie Bryan
Hunter Austin Bryant
Merrithew Alton Bryant
Besa Bucaj
Kathleen Grace Buchholz
Jonathan Charles Buchinsky
Olivia Theresa Buckle
Shahidul Budharaju
Sakar Budhathoki
Samradhwar
Anne-Bradford Bugg
Kourtney Danielle Bugg
Cindy Bao-Jun Bui
Austin William Bunting
Elison Elizabeth Burke
Adam Burger
Haven Ashlin Burgoon
Charles Thomas Burke
Connor Burke
Connor William Burke
Patrick Charles Burke
Sarah Addison Burke
Donnie Lee Burks
Makayla Dale Burlingame
Trenton David Burmeister
Nathaniel Matthew Harrison Burns
Emilyann Yasmine Burr
Avery Claire Burton
Vanessa Bostos
Carson Butler
Samuel William Cain
Matthew John Calayo
Emeline Hanna Callaway
Clara Sophia Camber
Charlotte Hancock Campbell
Kyle Andrew Campbell
Nathan Campbell
Patrick Edward Sunga Campos
Serafim Christos Canavos
Daniel Cannon
Sarah Elizabeth Canter
Katherine Sarah Rose Cantone
Asher Brandon Caplan
Emanuel Campos
Alexander Robert Capria
Eleanor Chadbourn Carey
Alexander Robert Capria
Emmaline Capps
Katherine Sarah Rose Cantone
Asher Brandon Caplan
Emanuel Campos
Alexander Robert Capria
Eleanor Chadbourn Carey
Matthew Allen Carey
Allison Carignan
Cole Robert Carlisle
Tori Anne Carlsson
Andrew Kent Carluccio
Nicholas Leon Carmichael
Holly Wingfield Carrington
Tarja Jalil Carrington
Cameron Collins Carroll
Eleanor Carroll
John Thomas Carroll
John Allen Carter, Jr.
Jordan Patton Carter
Sarah Juliana Carter
Caroline Fyke Carver
Avani Michelle Casey
George Thomas Casey
Shannon Nicole Cason
Jericho Renea Casper
Matthew Christopher Castello
William Reynaldo Castillo

1 Distinguished Majors Program
College of Arts & Sciences

Matthew McQue Coates
Amy Cochran
Matthew Dandridge Cockrell
Christine Elizabeth Codd
Alexander Stone Cohlan
Benjamin Coleman
Kristina Patra Colevas
Christopher Lee Collier
John Wesley Collier
Callie Jeannine Collins
Jackson Wade Collins
Naomi Collins
Leonardo Andres Colon
Fernando Luis Colon-Sifre
Caroline Elizabeth Conlan
Jared Conners
Lauren Considine
Alexander Joseph Conte
Edward James Contreras
Kelsey Cook
Sarah Patricia Cooke
Matthew Coomer
Elise Cooper
Abigail Copley
Sumner Wheeland Potter Corbett
Sarah Frances Corning
Kristin Elizabeth Cors
April Nicole Corwin
Willow Kate Cosenza
Ryan Patrick Cosgro
Elizabeth Crafton
Colin Huston Craig
Sarah Nicole Craig
Mercer Forbes Craighill
Brittany Anne Cramer
Andrew Douglas Crane
John Taylor Crawlwell
Justin Ray Crawford
Riley Christine Creamer
Hannah Elizabeth Cregg
Katja Maria Cresanti
Corban Cress
Cas Diana Crim
Parker Marie Critzer
Ethan McCay Crockett
William Thomas Cronin
Timothy Wright Crump
Daniel Harrison Crystal
Sydney Cubbage
Travis Colón Cubbage
Marias Felipe Curoto
Tianyi Cui
Leah Sage Cullen
Jessica Evelyn Cummings
Charlotte Holland Cunningham
Jacob Tyler Cunningham
Kendall Elizabeth Curley
Amber Lee Kao Curran
Samantha Beth Currie
Jennifer Christine Elisabeth Curry
William Alexander Curry III
Henry George Curtis
Braden Thomas Cutler
Jennifer Emmy Cyphers
Nisha Kishor Dahlia
Ian Cole Dabney
Margaret Page Dabney
Tihitina Demek Dagnachew
Nadia Doujda Dalmieme
Sylvia Claire Dahlander
Arnold Dai
Eleanor Margaret Dainko
Claire E Dalby
Sarah Grace Daley
Victoria Anna Dancu
Naza Daneshevar
Mi Van-Hoang Dang
Katherine Brooke Daniel
Sallie Brooke Daniel
Ivana Alisandra Danis
Zachary Danik
Tuyet-Nhi Thao Dinh
Ardiam Datta
Xara Natasja Davies
Anna Marie Davis
James Austin Davis
James Ian Davis
Maura Madeleine Davis
Taelor Brionna Davis
Cecilia Pilar de Doyle
Charles Christopher Wilson
de Venoge
Christopher Allen Deal
Jacob Tanner Dean
Ryan Elizabeth Deane
Michael Patrick Dearing
Arianna Daisy DeCorte
Margaret Grace DeDomenico
Jonathan Deeds
Michael Eric Degen, Jr.
Quintin DeGroot
Robert Jude Dehney, Jr.
Kendra Ed Dunahunt
Sarah Veronika Delaney
Ariana Marie DeLaurentis
Jay Michael Delgadillo
Kobe Gatenie Dellers
Tanner Col Dellett-Wion
Anthony Donald Del Rosso
Fiona Rose Delzelle
Theresa DeMarla
Kelvin Deng
William Florian Deng
Joseph George Dennie
John Bryce DePew
Kathryn Marie Depmeier
Emma Rose Derherry
Sirish Kumar Desai
Olivia Lee Descaville
Emily Louise Deschambault
Luke Thomas Desperito
Anne Camille Devin
Jasmeen K. Dhillon
Emily Lauren Dhue
Carolyn Diamond
Jimena Alessandra Diaz Cornejo
Caroline Claire Dibble
Robert DiCicco
Joseph Albert DiConsiglio
Julia Rose DiFabrizio
Lukas Jon Paul DiFazio
Caroline Bliss DiGiacomo
Pauline Innes Dilorenzo
Alexandra Marianna Dumas
Joseph Edward Peabody DiMeglio
Courtney Brooke Dineen
Elinor Rose Dinkel
Alexandra Caissa Dizon
Baohan Do
Megan Do
Amy Doan
Daniel Francis Dobson
Annie Rebecca Dodd
Trevor Doerflinger
Julia Elizabeth Doherty
Zachary David Dolack
Misanian Dolan Dng
Aline Ai-Linh Dolinh
William Baker Donohoe
Michael William Donnelly
Rachel Lauren Donovan
Benjamin Newman Dooley
Tate Sayer Dorman
Jordan Christopher Dosey
Sarah Randolph Doss
Alexis McMackin Dowell
John Emil Dor
Margaret Hollis Downes
Andrew Woodward Downing
Maire Rose Doyle
Caitlin Noel Dozier
Clare Hill Draper V
Savannah Scott Draper
Tess Anne Driscoll
Shreya Dubey
Mark Thompson Duemmel
William Buchanan Dunavant IV
Sally Ann Duncan
Thomas MacNeil Dunigan
John Landers Dunkenberger
John Noble Dunlap
Jordan Taylor Dunn
Kayla Rae Dunn
Daniela Mireya Duran Garcia De Paredes
Zane Thomas Durbin
Brenton Gavin Durbin
David Rice Dustin III
Alois Louis Dustin de Villereglen
Antony Joseph Eapen
Raven Starr Earnest
Page Ellysnon Easter
Hailey Kendall Eaves
Juliette F Eberle
Eliza Appleton Eddy
Evelina Edens
Haley Sue Edmonds
Courtney Linden Edwards
Reilly Teresa Edwards
Savannah Maive Edwards
Neely Margaret Egan
Maame Esi Anyema Egban
Tomoka Ehara
Lily Virginia Elder
Patrick Claybrook Elder
Onar Elhaj
Stephanie Roberta Ellena
Elizabeth Ford Elliot
Kirsten Elliott
Julian Elmasry
Aaron Kad Elyaderon
Gillian Bergen Emerson
Jack Maguire Emilius
Ashton Emmanuel
Kelly Elise Emson
Nicole Ender Aizencang
Harrison Allen Enright
Adam Epstein
Sophie Mae Ericsson
Andrew John Ernst
Sofia Andraya Espinosa
Jonathan Thomas Esteva
Francis Evans
Ryan Lee Everhart
Molly Elizabeth McCann Ewald
Isabelle Alexandra Ezraty
Avery Elizabeth Fahlgberg
Jonathan Tyler Fairbanks
Brian Tidong Fang
Lucas Fanning-Haag
Peter Sarratt Fant
Mina Farah
Manaal Farhan
Grace Campbell Farmer
William Clark Farris
Natale Edward Fata
Madeleine Diana Faunce
Camille Andree Favero
Mark Louis Feinberg
Glenys Feddick
Chenchen Feng
Yaye Feng
Naira Feradon
Alden Crawford Ferguson
Julianne Elliott Ferguson
Thomas Stodghill Langdon Ferguson
Alexandra Frances Ferrell
Reeves Hunter Ferry
Rachel Claire Fidlow
Yasmine A Figueroa-Hudson
Elana Filipos
Katherine Stepner Firsching
Luke Thomas Fischer
Benjamin Jacob Fisher
Elizabeth Atterbury Fisher
Evan Charles Fisher
Madeline Faye FitzGerald
Jack Everest Flanagan
Shawn Flanagan
Carolina Marie Flecha de Lima Nasr
Madeleine Rose Fleischmann
Caitlin Elisabeth Flippin
Madison Joyce Floyd
Holden Davis Fockler
Mathieu Brice Fondin
Christopher Ryan Ford
Autumn Lynn Forehand
John Alexander Forehand
Benjamin Chase Fornshill
Daniel Hayes Forsman
Patrick Forster
Zachary T. Forstot
Haley Elizabeth Fottner
Kaja Alexcia Foskey
Stephen James Foulke
Andrea Elizabeth Fowkes
Clayton Armstead Fralin
Virginia Randolph Fralin
Jacob Nash Francis
Matthew Frank
Paul Broaddus Franklin, Jr.
Rachel Lovelace Franklin
Aurora Midnight Blue Fraser
Ian David Corning Fraser
Grant Douglas Fraizer
Ella Siri Obayashi Fredriksen
Alisha Jeanne Freitas

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Sae‘von Palmer
Timothy Pan
Yuening Pan
Vishwa Panagari
Sarah Elizabeth Pape
Emily Diane Pappas
Muhammad Abdullah Paracha
Michelle Paredes
Elijah Park
Han Wool Park
Jay Young Park
Joowon Park
Kelly Park
Sesun James Park
Soo Jung Park
Su Bin Park
Sujin Park
Katherine Jean Parker
Madeleine Danielle Parker
James Davis Parkerson
Taylor Brooke Parsons
Ryan Henry Partridge
Ayeshas Pasha
Francesca Passe
Anjali Patel
Dhaval Kiran Patel
Poonam Patel
Rikin Anil Patel
Sham Patel
Kirtana Pathak
Vibha Patil
Nikhil Patla
Addison Ruth Patrick
Erin Leigh Patterson
Morgan Staley Patterson
Nathan Keith Patterson IV
Bryce Kristian Patton
Celina Paudell
David Andrew Payne
Ethan Elliott Payne
Ana Paz
Daniel Fitzpatrick Peale
Nelson Pearsall
Amanda Elise Peck
Jessica Marguerite Peck
Christopher Andrew Peede
Bryan Michael Pedersen
Blake Landon Pefler
Nora Jane Pehrson
Stephanie Ana Pekic
Sean Penaranda
Chenchen Peng
Allie Margaret Perez
Avelina Perez Artesa
Catalina Victoria Perez Parra
Stephany Perez-Rojas
Daniel Gordon Perkins
Emily Perkins
George Donald Pernick
Erin Kenna Perry
Alekhya Peruri
Maria Peters
Michael Lloyd Petersen
Ryan David Peterson
Elizabeth Logan Petkosek
Ha Viet Pham
Tina Pham
Britney Do Phan
Lauren My-Linh Phan
Charles Bradley Phillips
Olivia Phillips
Robert Smith Phillips
Sarah Ashley Phillips
Zachary Michael Phillips
Spencer Douglas Philips
Ariana Marie Piacquadio
Inanna Cascadia Pickering
Lasyapriya Pipadaparthy
Fletcher Nelson Pierce, Jr.
Annie Ahn Piland
Jack Richard Pipatti
Isabella Andrea Pizzo
Megan Jessie Plain
Sydney Marie Poehls
Ashby Atkinson Poindexter
Nishita Reddy Polam
Lauren Elizabeth Polan
Margaret Wells Poler
William Jackson Polk
Tyler Robert Porzinski
Abby Potter
Alan Richard Pouliquen
Gwyneth Edna Powers
Alexander Prashant Pradhan
Anand Solomon Prashash
Balram Krishna Prasad
Keira Frances Price
Lindsey Elizabeth Priester
Lydia Kezia Prillaman
Andrew Cooper Prince
Lyle Sacks Brockop
Molly Sharp Brockop
Serena Dana Profaci
Allysa Morgan Pugmire
Kaila Alexis Pulley
Thomas Joseph Pulliam
Lucas Alexander Puranen
Wang Qi
Yusgan Jimmy Qing
Kai Qi
Paul Frederic Qualey
Emma Suzanne Quaterman
Ethan J Queen
Helen Elizabeth Query
Zahra Hussain Quattawala
Savannah Chappall Quick
Catherine Eliza Quinn
Jason Thomas Quinn
Mauro Kevin Quiroga Claros
Reeya Vada Rabena
Katherine Rabowitich
Marcus Franklin Raboy
Benjamin Brooks Radomsky
Vernon Overton Ragland IV
Rana Sharmeen Rahman
Andrew Jay Raj
Monique Rajhndari
Christopher Raley
Nikhil Ramachandran
John Ramirez
Briana Ramirez-Navarro
Alyssa Raschke
Naima Kamran Raul
Matthew Francis Ratchford
El Joseph Ratliff
Taylor Cassatt Rauch
Kavyarsi Ravikanti
Emma Jeanne Rayder
Leila Rayyan
Iqra Razaqz
Catharine Kane Reagan
Ian Vedder Rector
Vivienne Beverly Reed
Patricia Harte Reese
Abigail Shai Reeves
Joseph Michael Reeves
Numa Salim Remhani
Henry Carter Reed
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Reid
Carrie Jade Reidinger
Joseph Gottshall Reigner
Caroline Annalese Reilly
Connor Kevin Reilly
John William Reilly
Lindsey N Reiter
Kathryn Olivia Renneker
Jack Powers Renner
Genevieve Kay Repich
Jonathan Evans Repke
Phoebe Retta
Arielle Therese Reyes
Ava Storm Reynolds
Shaqual Deonate Reynolds
Kylie Wray Rhoads
Jake Murphy Rhodes
Michael Alexander Rhodes
Robert Charles Rice
Taylor Tibitha Rice
Vittoria Katherine Richards
Cayman Andre Richardson
William Francis Rieke
Ronald Jennings Rife
Baylee Virginia Riggins
Ronak Rijhwani
Kynthia Santoshe Riley
Ryan Riley
Joseph Andrew Rilling
Megumi Christine Ritchie
Sardi Esmirna Rivera Johnson
Saun H Rizvi
Bridge Elise Rizzo
Mira Roark
Ian Christopher Roberts
Jeffrey Thomas Villalobos Roberts
Jonathan Thomas Roberts
Andrea Renee Robertson
Janie Marie Robertson
Jessica Cherie Robinson
Madeline Elizabeth Robinson
Virginia Machree Robinson
Alejandro Martinez Robiolio
Jarrett Jamal Roby
Leanna Rodriguez
Chloe Shoko Rogers
Quinn Catherine Rogers
Andrew Christopher Romanus
Luke Andrew Romero
Morgan Taylor Romero
Megan Rachel Romillo
Jessica Cannon Roque
Ariel Isa Rosa
Javier Rosas Ruiz
Lettie Caroline Rose
Bryce Patrick Rosenberg
Healy Rosenberg
Ruth Rebekah Rosenfeld
Jason Samuel Rosenthal
Annie Laurie Ross
Harriot Robinson Ross
Shenley Bethany Ross
William Henry Rosser IV
Emma Alston Rountree
Camille Christine Rovani
Jessi Katelyn Rowell
Sarah Roja
Claire Louise Rubinger
Dalton Adrales Ruhi
Sierra Nicole Ruiz
Matthew Michael Ruland
Austin Patrick Rule
Corey Nash Runkel
Julia Marie Ruppi
Katherine Claire Rusnak
Constantino Antonio Rusudimos
Amado
Victoria Russell
Nanaham Margaret Russell-Hunter
Morgan Jean Ryan
Hyun Suk Ryoo
Elisha Timothy Rypkema
Alison Ryan
Olivia Hyemin Ryu
Leila Chenoweth Sachner
Mauna JenniferSadeghi
Emma Marie Pauline Sadick
Nargis Sadr
Lailah Said
Hamid Saleh
Colleen Melissa Salvatore
Jackson David Samples
Phillips Cerian Samuel
Monica Essam Sanad
Ivy Nicole Sandberg
Sarah Sanfilippo
Sashank Sankar
Katerina Caryl Sankow
Lily Ann Santagati
Nathaly Janeth Santos
Charlotte Saul
Andrew Christopher Saunders, Jr.
Catlin Elise Saunders
Sterling Andrews Saunders
Raymond Lee Savage III
John Richard Savino III
Ann McKenna Savoca
Abigail Blair Sawyer
Wolf Luke Schaap
Emese Janka Schaffl
Camilla Carmen Schanche-Perret
Gentil
Alexander Robert Schattner
Mary Kathyn Schenning
Robert Joseph Scherer
Caroline Samantha Schelteck
Colleen Marie Schinderle
Trevor James Schleppenbach
Alec Brendan Schnapp
Nicholas Andrew Schreiber
Frederick Theodore Schubert III
Joshua David Schuck
Sara Lauren Schulman
Juliane Grace Schultz
Kathryn Mackenzie Schultz
Hayley Rose Schulz
Erica Schumann
Phoebe Burnette Schuyler
Claire Taylor Schweiker
Justin Bryan Schwenk
Jennifer Scoler
Gavin Russell Scott

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Jordan Anthony Scott
Samanthara Janie Scott
Skye McKinley Scott
John Getzel Scoville
Alexa Turner Scully
Elisabeth Ann Scully
Jonathan Jaewon Sean
Michael Andrew Sey1
Monica Sebastian
Jordan Alexander Serceat
Catherine Reed Seiler
India Grace Seldin
Caleb Alexander Selph
John Thomas Sepanski
Margaret Ann Servais
Christopher Seven
Erica Shay Shafer
Anuja Hemang Shah
Hema Shah
Justin Shailen Shah
Karruk Jatin Shah1
Sarah Shah
Mazzen Samer Shalaby1
Divya Meena Shan
Erin Patricia Shanahan
Marissa Evelyn Shand
Stephanie Patricia Shand
Meghna Sarojini Shankar
Jacob Shapero
Adrice Levin Sharpe
Lindsey Nicole Shavers
Joshua Thomas Shaw1
Thomas Andrew Shaw
Whitney Shaw
Emily Jane Shawkey
William Joseph Shea
William Campbell Shelhoss
Fangxin Shen
Katie Weitu Shen
Siyuan Shen
Anna Katherine Shepherdson
Jason Daniel Sheridan
Allison Elizabeth Shields
Margaret Mary Shields1
Katrina Ashley Shih
Yung-Hsiang Shih
Jose Gu Chian Shim
Kristen Jihee Shin
Andrew Thomas Shinkle
Meghan Shinton
Peter Alexander Shmorhun
Lucy Lin Shoemaker
Aishwarya Shresha
Marwah Shaiba
Colin Alexander Shutter
Jordan Casey Stickley
Nader Sulhoom
Jacqueline Siegel1
Elizabeth Jordan Sieracki
Samantha Craig Signorelli
Hope Caroline Sikora
Alexandrea Claire Siller
Veridiana Veneroni Silva
Tori Sylvester Silver
Haley Jordyn Silverman
Leah Dey Silverman
Scott Gregory Silvey
Alexander Richard Simmons
Caroline Rose Simmons
Casey Sawyer Simon
Christopher George Simon
Margaret Simoni
Madeline Hunter Simpson
Aidan Drost Sinclair
Rachel Grace Sinclair
Ryan Nathan Singer
Ariel Simone Singh
Nikisha Singh
Mia Consquelle Singleton
Charlotte LaForge Sippel
Grant Evan Sirlin
Veronica Sirotic
Joshua Meyer Sisler
Carolina Skiles
Matthew Scott Slagley
Taylor Renee Slocumb
Matthew Alexander Slook
Shelby Lynn Slotter
Teresa Ann Smaltz
Carlin Taylor Smith
Connor Joseph Smith
Eleanor Lamboth Smith1
Emma Caroline Smith
Justin Alexander Smith
Landon Phillips Smith
Leon George Smith III
Madison Mackenzie Smith
Manette Marie Smith
Jordan Christine Smithson
Lily Catherine Snodgrass
Alexander Todd Snow
Katherine McMahan Snyder
Robert Thomas Snyder
Katie Caroline Socolow
Carl Stefan Lars Soderlund
Eliza Holmes Sofinski1
Jessica Sommerville
Jin Sik Song
Atman Parmal Soni
Ramataoulaye Yacine Sonko
Rosibel Soriano
Cara Siobhan Sorrentino
Stella Bailey Sotos
Courtney Grace Spagna
Anna Christine Spearman
Austin David Spier
Michael Haynesworth Spessard, Jr.
Alexandra Grace Spratley
Samuel Schuber Spreen
Mira Sridharan1
Karshima R Srikant
Elizabeth Gordon Stais
Alexandra Stampfli
Jonathan Hunt Standbrook
Sydney Alexis Stanley
H Emmett Stark
Carly Danielle Starobin
Bridget Therese Starrs
Kathryn Michelle Statler
Abigail Joy Staub
Matthew Burch Steelberg1
Tiannah Angelique Steele
Emma Steinson1
Claire Marie Stemberger
Travis King Stephens
Tanaja Stephenson
Ashli Rianna Sterling
Peter Sterling
Alexander Cole Stern
Kenneth Cunningham Stevens
Lindsey Anne Stevens
Thomas Jacob Stewart
Ashley Marie Stilo
Kyle Colten Stilner
Maureen Elizabeth Slinnnett
Erin Noelle Stith1
Olivia Del Gallo Stone
Frederick Paul Stoneman
Lauren Elizabeth Stover
Catherine Elizabeth Strawley
Catherine Jane Streissguth
Isabella Morreale Strickler
Evelyn May Strobel
Samantha Marie Strohm1
Alexandra Elizabeth Strosnyder
Olivia Jean Stuckey
Caleigh Grace Sturgeon1
Aikebahar Subinamer
Madeline Elizabeth Sugg
Faith Isabelle Suhre
Ashley Howell Sullender
Emmet Sullivan1
Gabrielle Cherie Sullivan
Lauren Campbell Sullivan
Margaret Ann-Marie Sullivan
Emily Grace Sumnin
Anna Elizabeth Sumpter
Jae Yoon Sung
Siddharth Sriram Suparapani
Nora Surbei
John Miller Surette
Thomas Stephen Susa
Anesh Susrala
Dominic Alan Sutermeister
Madeline Leigh Swank
Gabrielle Catharine Swann
Alyssa Sweigart
Katherine Elizabeth Swenson
Lindsey Swietnicki
Elizabeth Carew Swindell
Lucy Cotton Swindell
Nickolas Patrick Switzer
Maren Elizabeth Sword
Claire Szipuszy1
John Anthony Allen Szymendera
Sofia Francesca Tabernilla
Grant Thornton Tabler1
Jake Reilly Talarico
Carson Karle Talbott
Mary Elise Talbot
Evelyn Marie Taltoufas
Amnika Emily Tallis1
Yizhou Tang
Panajapon Tangrongssitikul1
Mary Tansill
Rhonda Marie Tapp
Thomas Tapp
Andrew Thomas Tapp
Jared Tharlitw1
Austin Lee Thielemier
Aidan Thies
Austin Waters Wingfield Thomas
Chloe Marie Thomas
Hannah Janney Thomas
Sarah Ann Thomas1
Brandon Richard Thompson
Eleanor Louise Thompson
Griffin McLain Thompson
Julia Webster Thompson
Rosa Batte McAulaghlin Thompson
Webster Thompson
Melissa Paige Throckmorton
Kelvin Phyo Thuikha
Alexis Paige Timmons
Terena Ann Tintaya
Vinutha Tirupuranar
Alena Titova1
Grant Tobben1
Elizabeth Burwell Toeboss
Noah Mitchel Toney
Hanqi Tong
Mariella Faicheni Tore1
Ann Caroline Tootty
Berkeley Ellis Toufas
Dominique Nicole Toussaint
Susannah Wyatt Townes
Julia Rebecca Deaneer Trachtenberg
John Flynn Traunim
Katherine Tramont
Angela Le Tran
Bryan Tran
Christine Tran
Kelli Dinh Tran
Stephanie Tran
Peter Joseph Trapp
Catherine Carr Trefey
Emma Savannah Trimble
Marianne Elise Trimble
Katharine Fay Tripp
Jessica Marie Troup
Charlotte Lena Troyan
Jeyda Ayten Turkur
Katherine Lee Turlington
Dillon Tustin
Kevon Gregory Turman
Caroline Ann Turner
Valerie Heyninw Uduji
James McHlenny Uktor
Alyzeh Khalid Umerani
Joseph Hartwell Uchuch
Priyansha Upety
Omer Utsunel
Andrew Scott Vaaler
Joseph Christopher Vallee
Michelle Elizabeth Vallone
Emma Margriet van Beek
Michael Lawrence Van Meter
Matthew Molloy Van Sylke
Audrey Elizabeth Van Winkle
Jacob Thomas Vanaman
William Vanorden
Brittney M Vargas
Rachel Noelle Varon
Bailey Nicole Vaughn
Sophia Marie Vella
Liezl Anne Vengara
Claire Margaret Vermillion
Alison Joy Verster

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Medicine

Conferred August 2, 2019

Doctors of Medicine

Aria Shakeri
Terrill David Smith

Doctors of Philosophy

Peter Balogh
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: A Role for RUNX3 in Balanced Erythroid-Myeloid Differentiation

Camille Michelle Drews
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Characterization of Papillomavirus E6 Proteins that Bind Cellular E6AP

Kelly Christopher Drews
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Glucocerebrosidase Maintains Influenza Infection Through Regulation of Cellular Endocytosis

Jacob David Eccles
Microbiology
Dissertation: Defining Memory B-Cell Responses to Human Rhinovirus Infection

Benjamin Brown Holloway
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Control of Blood Pressure, Breathing, and Acute Stress Via the Rostroventral Medulla

Thomas Collins Stevenson Keller IV
Physiology
Dissertation: Endothelial Alpha Globin Controls Nitric Oxide Signaling

Alexander Ksendzovskiy
Physiology
Dissertation: Metabolic Control of Neuronal Activation and Epilepsy

Ellen Mintz
Experimental Pathology

Sarbajit Nagdas
Microbiology
Dissertation: A Role of Dynamin-Related Protein 1 in Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma

Brandon Anthony Newmyer
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Cell Type-Specific Regulation of Food Intake and Novelty Driven Investigatory Behavior by Neurons of the Mouse Medial Prefrontal Cortex

Luke Timothy Oostdyk
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Regulation and Function of the Nuclear Transport Factor KPNAT

Olivia Lauren Sabik
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Integrating Genetic and Genomic Analyses to Identify Novel Genes with a Role in the Complex Genetic Architecture of Osteoporosis

Masters of Public Health

Danial Mahmood
Tony Savinder Singh

Masters of Science

Conferred December 19, 2019

Doctors of Philosophy

Christopher Joseph Bott
Cell Biology
Dissertation: Role of the Intermediate Filament Protein Nestin in Modulating Growth Cone Morphology and Behavior

William Douglas Chronister
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Exploring Brain Somatic Mosaicism Through Robust Copy Number Variation Detection in Single Cell Whole Genome Sequencing Data

Andrea Ruby Daamen
Microbiology
Dissertation: C-Myb Maintains Glucose Metabolism and Regulates Differentiation Across the Pre-BCR Checkpoint

Anthony Fernandez-Castaneda
Neuroscience
Dissertation: The Active Contribution of Oligodendroglyocyte Progenitor Cells to Neuroinflammation Is Mediated by LRP1

Andrew T Grainger
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Identification of Genetic Factors in Atherosclerosis Using an Apo E Mouse Model

Corina Marziano
Physiology
Dissertation: Endothelial TRPV4 Channel Regulation of Pulmonary Arterial Pressure

Elizabeth McKenney Nelson
Microbiology
Dissertation: Post-Transcriptional Regulation of Virulence Gene Expression in Enterohemorrhagic E. Coli O157:H7

Jennifer Michelle Pearson
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Targeting Acid Ceramidase in Acute Myeloid Leukemia

Stephen Shang
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Integrative Analysis of Epigenomics and Transcriptomics Identifying Genes Necessary for Chemoresistance

Aditi Upadhye
Microbiology
Dissertation: CXCR4 Maintains a Unique Bone Marrow B-1a Population and Regulates Atheroprotective IgM Production

Masters of Public Health

Rebecca Lee Brookman
Anna Jae DiNucci
Adetokunbo Goncalves
Brogan Grace Jones
Adetokunbo Goncalves
Xinrui Shi
Jason Paul Smith

Conferred May 17, 2020

Doctors of Medicine

Emmanuel Larbi Abebrese
Erin Sheridan Adonnino
Allison Dillon Bosch
Brian Riley Brenner
School of Law

Meagan Elizabeth Briley
Scott Thomas Cahaniss
Kristina Michelle Cain
Anne Lewis Carlton
Aubrie Meredith Carroll
Lucas Chambers
Albert Hsinchiao Chang
Bickey Haw-Yu Chang
Bakhtiar Shahid Chaudry
Johnson Yates Congleton
April Pisanove Consegave
Kevin William Consegave
Ian Osborne Cook Armstrong
Taylor Jones Corrithor
George Albert Cortina
Michaela Rachel Cunningham
Lois Davis
Alexandra Lilly Deal
John Henry Lee Dean
Dhruv Mihir Desai
Michael Qiao Dong
Michael Isaac Dougherty
Sarah Celeste Dudley
Isabelle Rose Duerr
Ramey Zaki Elsarrag
Samantha Haley Epstein
Lauren Elaine Falk
Ziyi Jennifer Fan
Scott Michael Feeley
Devon Ann Fiorino
Nikki D Floyd
James Patrick Foley
Elizabeth Louise Gammon
Kayvon Seyed Ghor
Allissa Anne Gilmartin
Ilana Esther Green
Shan Makker Gulertia
Joseph Keith Hall
Kara Michelle Harrison
Michael Cameron Hayes
Brittany Nicole Heck
Shefali Hegde
Darian Leslie Hoagland
Christopher Hodge
Joselyn Eva Hodge
Lindsey Mae Hospodar
Angel Hsu
John Christopher Hulse
Thomas Mark Hunold
Dylan Michael Hyatt
April Narae Hyon
Brenton Jeneewine
Ji Sung Jin
Christopher Jerome Kaperak
Kaitlin Jessica Kavanagh
William Kehr
Samuel Maxwell Kessel
Ali Khalid Khan
Tessa Marie Khump
Kristen Leigh Knapp
Joseph William Kocan
Allison Kuipers
Art Tan Kalatti
Bret Ronald Kurpiel
Jaeeon Kwak
Kristen Lanes Laaman
Scott Lancaster
Harrison Michael Lands
Paulina Bao Tran Le
Tyler Newshaw Lesecure
Peter Liaw
Jonathan Edmund Lipshey
Nitisha Lotun
Edwin Lu
Henry Lu
Nicholas Peter Lucchesi
Dingxiang Luo
Lydia An Luu
Timothy Ellis Makkar
Shannon Browning May
James Thomas McParland
Alyssa-Claire Torres Mendoza
John Patrick Mershon
Heidi Messiha
Anna Julia Miller
Paul G Mitchell
Pamela Dianne Moore
Bijan Morshedhi
Joseph Francis Mort
Salim Nicholas Najjar
Sonali Nanda
Moiz Ahmed Nasir
Zaid Mohammed Jasim Abaidah
Joanna Odenthal
Matthew Curtis Oehler
Miriam Achieng Orinda
Eric Alan Ott
Adam Fine Petraglia
Herman Otto Ira Pelflde
Daniel Rohan Phadke
John James Popovich
Evan Ajin Rajadhyaksha
Bhuvnesh Umasrivani Ramamoorthy
Raymond William Richhart
Ryan Daniel Ritch
Corinne Elise Roberts
Julia Celeste Roithmayr
Krista Rose Roncone
Jeffrey Robert Ruland
Luke Robert Sampson
Adam James Schettler
Scott Minoru Seki
Shawn Mehul Shah
Mariah Alice Shaw
Cassandra Marie Skirtle
Haley Erin Smith
Ryan Christopher Sosh
Laura Ann Starzenski
Jacqueline Suzanne Stevens
Martha Elizabeth Stewart
Mark I. Sultan
Ryan Felix Suryla
Katya Swarts
Zachary John Swenson
Nicole Katherine Thieken
Jasmine Darnell Thompson
Benjamin Alfred Tran
Lindsay Nicole Troyer
Shawn Collin Tsutsui
Kathryn Gayle Volum
Mia Elizabeth Walszewski
Laura Frances Walsh
Katy Elise Wentzel
Joseph Robert Williams
Shannon Nicole Wright
Mattia Brice Wruble
Fang Yuan
Angela Courtney Zeigler
Janet Shunhua Zhang
Yucong Zhang

Doctors of Philosophy
James Colin Blair
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Patterns of Pathological Progression in Parkinson's Disease Revealed Through Cytoarchitectonic Mapping of Brain MRI

Tracy Anne Caldwell
Biophysics
Dissertation: Conformational Dynamics of the Membrane Enzyme Lipopolysaccharide Peptide (LSPA) and Characterization of Bicelle Membrane Mimetics

Ajay Charrath
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Germline Variation Affects Tumor Progression and Informs Clinical Therapy Decisions Across Cancers

Awndeil Eljih Gamache
Microbiology
Dissertation: Natural Killer Cell Recognition of Viral Infection: Paired MHC I Receptors Facilitate Viral Detection and Clearance

Katrina Colleen McNeely
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Regulation of Cytokinesis in Neural Stem Cells During Cerebral Cortex Development

Christopher Bernardo Medina
Microbiology
Dissertation: Intercellular Metabolite Communication via Pannexin 1 Coordinates Inflammation

Stephanie Jean Melchor
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: IL-18 Drives Acute Disease Tolerance, Liver and Skeletal Muscle Fibrosis, and Sustained Cachexia During T. Gondii Infection

Nadine Michel
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Genomic Stress in Human Neurodevelopment: The Role of p53

Victoria Osinski
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Inhibitor of Differentiation 3 Has Distinct Cell-Specific Roles in Vascular Disease

Katherine Margaret Owsianny
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Defining Roles for Phenotypically Transformed Smooth Muscle Cells in Atherosclerosis

Carol Angela Rowley
Microbiology
Dissertation: Enterobacteriaceae Host Adaptation Driven by Intestinal Ethanalamine

Tracy Tiffany Wang
Microbiology
Dissertation: Characterizing and Targeting the JAK/STAT Pathway in LGL Leukemia

Masters of Public Health
Victoria Tatiana Bourgeois-Osborne
Avery Leigh Bullock
Madison Nicole Cirillo
Carina Marie Clawson
Joy Alexis Collins
Leslie Anne Duncan
Matilda Francis
Angelena Gaiotti
Komi Fabricce Galli
Jessica Anne Grubbs
Nana-Bilkisu Aduni Habib
Joseph Keith Hall
Gavin Hanks
Latifa Mohammad Hasan
Isha Vinayak Kelkar
Omar Shakeel Khokhar
Joseph Leonard
Jose Luis Lugo Vargas
Hajrah Maqsood Malik
Joanna McClain
Selena Young Moore
Steven James Moore
Sean Kyle Morris
Kathy Hong Nguyen
Nana-Yiw Ntiamoah Owusu
Maitri Patel
Akshay Naga Venkata Pulavarty
Molly Spencer Roberson
William Luke Siebert
Elana Rachel Silverstein
Andrea Suzanne Youssef

School of Law

Chad Michael Aldridge
Christopher C Ballantyne
Nelson Balmore Barrientos
Jolian Dahl
Xavier Horton
Sihan Li
Jennifer Brousard Miller
Benjamin Barclay Morris
Jonathan Andrew Pan
Bethany A Reutemann
Catherine C Robertson
Bryrne Archer Sullivan
Elizabeth Lee Wagner

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Conferred December 19, 2019

Doctors of Juridical Science
Maha O A A M Alleshahrah
Dissertation: How to Create an Attractive Legal System for Foreign Direct Investments: The Kuwait Case
School of Law

Daniel G. Donovan
Dissertation: The International Legal Right to Use Armed Force in Anticipatory Defense: The Iranian Nuclear Threat to Israel as a Case Study

Hsin Hsuan Lin
Dissertation: Tightwire of National Security and Transparency in Democracy: A Legal Inquiry into the Dynamics of Government Secrecy in the United States and Taiwan

**Juris Doctores**
Nicholas B. Lauridsen
Michael Andrew Lunzer

Conferred May 17, 2020

**Doctors of Juridical Science**
Ana Maria Ibarra Olguin
Dissertation: Presumptions in Indirect Discrimination

Changleng Lu
Dissertation: Additionality, Permanence, and Leverage: Comparing Forest Carbon Offset Programs Under the Clean Development Mechanism and the California Cap and Trade Program

Ziang Ning
Dissertation: Online Lending Platforms in China: Pure Informational Intermediary or Financial Intermediary?

Galya Savir
Dissertation: Regulation and Tax in Space

Xiaoyan Shi
Dissertation: Tax Policy Analysis of Private Home Rentals

**Juris Doctores**
Hamma S. Ahmad
Justin William Aimonetti
Basil S. Al-Hasan
Nicholas S. Allen
Jamie Reneé Almallen
Shelby Anderson
Kayla Michelle Armstrong
Judy Baho
Karina Shahrzad Bakshi-Azar
Zeinab Bakillah
Virginia P. Baldwin
Daniel Alan Baquet
Nicholas Barba
Hannah Grace Barnes
Thomas E. Barnett-Young
Andrew J. Basye
Erica N. Baum
Brooke Leigh Bean
Eric Andrew Begue
Benjamin L. Bevilacqua
Grace Green Bevilacqua

Benjamin Bhandeo
Nellie Christine Black
Blaire G. Bloxom
Anna Gertrude Bobrow
Andrew Sibay Boddie
Alex C. Boota
Margaret Louise Booz
Savannah Robinson Borders
Allen S. Braddock
William L. Bramley
Stephanie Rose Breen
Paul T. Bright
Simonne A. Brousseau
Emily Anne Brown
Zachary M. Brown
Emma Reynolds Burd
Alex S. Burger
James Andrew Butkus
Alexandra Dade Butler
Mary Elizabeth Keys Buttiita
Benjamin Jose Cabranes
Charles Christopher Cain
Molly Masten Cain
Paola Camacho
Haley L. Cambra
Conor A. Canon
Scott Matthew Caravello
Nicholas George Carey
Mika Bray Carlin
Astrid Suth Cevallos
Maxwell E. Chaffetz
Elizabeth A. Charles
Manal W. Cheema
Princelee Clesca
Samuel T. Connor
Jessica E. Conover
Bradley R. Copeland
Kailtin N. Cotile
Stuart C. Craft
Hana M. Crandall
Timothy Patrick Cusack
Drew K. Cypher
Irina Elena Danescu
Ellis L. Darby
Benjamin M. Davidovich
Courtney Merle Davis
Katherine Mary Rebecca Daw
Roger Dean
Jacqueline A. Dejournett
Blake William Delaplane
Eric F. Dement
Robert T. Denney
Michael J. Denton
Suzanne Deuster
Paul A. Devamithran
Brian McWillams DeYoung
Jordin A. Dickerson
Henry J. Dickman
Joseph A. Digirolamo
Michael C. Dingman
Caitlin M. Ditto
Philip Emanuel Daria Doerr
Laura S. Dona
Jacob Michael Donnelly
Eamon P. Dowd
Maria Sofia Downham
Peter N. Dragna
Anna V. Durham
Steven A. Eareckson
Katherine Ellen Eayre

Briana Echols
Eliza S Edlich
Anne M. Egerstrom
Taylor Kathleen Ellicegui
Andrew T. Ellingsen
Samuel Francis Elliott
Edward Benjamin Elron
Mariah K. Fairley
Alexander Fogg
Luis Roberto Fortuno
Alejandra Maria Freer
Scott R. French
Laura M. Friedli
Joseph B Gadhberry
Colleen Ann Gallagher
Raymond Michael Gans
Zachary P. Gaver
Ledah Elyse Geller
Ava Gerami
Lacy R. Gesoecke
Jeremy B. Gordon
Geoffrey Nielsens Gottbrecht
Rachel G. Gray
Monica Grover
Lise K. Guerrier
Eliza Graham Gwin
Brendan Cary Hanley
Connor J. Hargen
Ian C. Hawkess
Benjamin M. Hawkins
Zachary William Michael Hearns
Ethan Mayer Heben
Robert Rame French Hemstreet
Norman M Hobbie, Jr.
Sarah E Houston
William L Hupp
Alexandra Elizabeth Hussey
Sarah Jean Iacomini
Moussa Ismail
Julia Claire Jackson
Kevin Wayne Jackson
Anand Himanshu Jani
Austin L. Johnson
Erica Berit Johnson
Janice O Johnson
Matthew S. Johnson
John G. Jones, Jr.
William Tazewell Jones II
Rachel E. Joseph
Jessica Leigh Joyce
Sydney L. Juliano
Daniel Cooper Justus
Eleanor Maria Kaloyeropoulos
Rebecca D. Kerley
Hanaa O Khan
Yasir Khan
Jacqueline A Khutorsky
Holly M. Kinningham
Christian Michael Knoble
Andrew J. Kriha
Julian Tigal Kritz
Mark Michael LaMonte
Rebecca T. Lamp
Joseph I. Lanzillota
Rachel Leary
Jasmine Tyler Lee
Laura S Lee
Sebin Lee

Kevin Leitao
Isabelle Camille Lelogeais
Samuel King LeMayone
Brandon T. Lepke
Paige Elyse Levenberg
Jennifer Molly Lewis
Caroline Ann Libby
Noah A. Lingwall
Joseph A LoPresti, Jr.
Alexa Jordan Lowman
Benjamin M. Lucy
Katherine H Lunt
Chelsea Morgan MacArthur
Mary E Maerz
Mark D Marciszewski
Nathan H. Mardis
Sydney Rowan Mark
Christopher Herman Martin
Emily K Massengill
Jennifer E Matties
Sherry Maximoss
Chase R Mayer
Eliza Reina McDonough
Shannon D McGowan
Jacob M. McHugh
Connor R. McMillan
Michael D. McQuerry
Dylan Meier
Elias Melkonen
Shira G Mendelsohn
Maureen G. Mentrek
Megan June Mers
Jack G. Messer
Read William Mills
Jana Marie Minich
Katherine Skochdopole Minnich
Taylor G Mitchell
Massimo Antonio Morabito
Jackson Alexander Myers
Anna R Noone
Sarah Ferguson O'Brien
Brett H. O'Donnell
Michael Ruggeri Olson
Olutomi E Olutoye
Emily A. Osteraug
Christopher William Palermo-Re
Nathaniel David Palmer
Ronald E Pantalena III
Robert Paradelo
Nicole M. Park
Corey M. Parker
Lydia Catherine Parker
Paul Wilson Parker
Kayva Parsa
Griffin P. Peeples
Mariette Grace Pelhier
Diane Michelle Phillips
Clayton Patrick Phillips
Sara Elizabeth Phipps
Michael Pincus
Tyler Craig Pittinger
Grace Powell
Rachel McKenna Pruitt
Trevor Quick
Kelley R. Quirk
Kareem W Ramadan
Caroline E. Ramsay
David W Ramzini
Dana Allan Raphael
Ryan Matthew Ray

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Rachel Konheim Davidson Raycraft
Clare Elizabeth Reardon Emmaline Helen Jesse Rees
Ryan F Reichardt Jessica Nicole Rennert
Anna Mayfield Rennich Christian Edwards Rice
Jane K Riddle Elizabeth Christabel Riegel
Devin J Rivero Lana M Robins
Rebecca A Robinson Michael David Rochford
Brigle K Rowe George Eric Rudebusch
Edward George Redvers Ruse Jacob P Rush
Mark Henry Russell Miranda K Russell
Reza Safai Vaghi Salem
Hannah R. Schaller Austin Marie Schlatter
Mary Eleanor Schmalzl Geoffrey I. Schmelkin
Gabrielle L. Schneiderman Andrew J Schrag
Erie Lee Seagars Kevin Bradford Sears
Kayla L. Seltzer Jake Sendar
Timothy P. Sensenig Zachary E. Sharb
Amie Simmons Nicholas David Simon
Matthew H. Simpson Kelly A. Skowera
John William Slusher Benjamin Lloyd Smith
Carter F Smith Tyler Wade Smith
Joshua Spiegel Thalia T. Spinrad
Michele St Julien Jackson D. Stallings
Rachel Louise Staub Blake Jacob Steinberg
Michael Stepan Trent Benjamin Sterneck
Jessica C Stevens Kimberly Brooke Swann
Amanda Lynne Swanson Marc Szczepaniak
Meghan R. Tabor Mark Christian Talley
Britton M. Taubenfeld Glen Taylor
Melissa L. Taylor Samantha Joan Thoma
Abbey M. Thornhill Laura Elizabeth Toulme
Dylan Drex Treadwell William M. Tucker
Lynden Alexis Unger Alexander L Viner
Vikram R Vivek Elizabeth A Volz
Alexis Nicole Wallace Emily Chandler Walpole
David Wang Hunter G. Waters
Jacob Peri Weiner Lena Welch
Nicholas C. Wetzeler Katherine Iva Whisenhunt
Timothy J. Whittle Jacob D. Wiener
Latrell Devon Williams Edward August Wixler II
Laura Yang Christiana M. Zgourides
Samantha Helen Zwingli

Masters of Laws
Abdulrahman Wael Al rashid
Zheng Du
Ziquan Gao
Sebastian Alberto Garay
Marilyn Haji
Yusuke Hamashiki
Kenji Harada
Yu-Ting Huang
Junichi Ikeda
Xiaohe Jiang
Zejun Jiang
Manuel Joseph
Nikolas Kefallonitis
Krzyztof Kolakowski
Dan Li
Dingyu Li
Liang Li
Meng Li
Yujun Li
Tzu-Chiang Lin
Jiaxue Ma
Charlotte Hana Montory Munoz
Jen Fang Mou
Uiko Murakami
Camilo Navas Cuervo
Takashi Lawrence Osawa
Alexis Ivan Ramirez Donoso
Ji Shen
Luyi Shi
Changhok Song
Youngseop Song
Melina Sophie Sonis
Yu Su
Nancairang Suo
Nicole Daniela Ubal Delgado
Faisal Olakunle Uthman
Jun Wang
Wenxian Wang
Xiong Wang
Yicong Wang
Yumiao Wang
Zerui Wei
Xiaomi Xie
Yoshito Yamamoto
Wu Yang
Rongli Zeng
Di Zhai
Manqi Zhang
Rui Zhang
Xueyi Zhang

School of Engineering & Applied Science

Doctor of Philosophy

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Alyssa Becker
Dissertation: Novel Evaluation of Preclinical Models of Peripheral Arterial Disease Using Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

James Devon Tang
Dissertation: Multicomponent and Supramolecular Self-Assemblies as Functional Biomaterials

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Gina Lissette O’Neil
Dissertation: Using LiDAR Topographic Data and Machine Learning Techniques to Identify Near-Surface Soil Saturation for Improved Environmental Planning-Scale Wetland Mapping

Dan Austin Plattenberger
Dissertation: Synthesis and Application of Crystalline Calcium Silicate Hydrate Phases

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Ilat Afrin Emi
Dissertation: A System for Recognizing Complete and Partial Daily In-Home Activities and Monitoring Activity Quality

Lin Gong
Dissertation: Insights: From Social Psychology to Computational User Modeling

Asli Salekin
Dissertation: Human Vocal Event Detection for Realistic Health-Care Applications

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Lin Bai
Dissertation: Control and Perception of Robotic Movement with Styles

Matthew Nicholas Julian
Dissertation: High-Efficiency Photon Stieves and Applications

Lihin Xie
Dissertation: Submillimeter-Wave Schottky Diodes Integrated on Micromachined Silicon Probes

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Miao He
Dissertation: Atomistic and Continuum Modeling of Laser-Induced Phase Transformations, Generation of Crystal Defects, and Modification of Surface Morphology in Silicon and Metal Targets

Katie Lutton
Dissertation: Electrochemical Passivation of Ni-Cr and Ni-Cr-Mo Alloys: The Fate of Alloying Elements and Implications of Oxide Dopants and Defects Towards Passivation and Breakdown

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Ayodeji Toluwanimii Bode-Oke

Varun Bollapragada

Michael Kent Branagan
Dissertation: Computational Modeling of Pad Surface Irregularities in Fluid Film Bearings

Ningning Song
Dissertation: Biomass-Derived Boron Carbide Nanowires: Growth Mechanisms, Properties, and Applications

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Heitor Haselmann Araikawa
Dissertation: Probabilistic Forecasting of Agricultural Yield

Basak Ozaslan
Dissertation: Personalized Optimization of Insulin Treatment Policies for the Management of Physical Activity in Patients with Type 1 Diabetes

Wei Zhou
Dissertation: Improving Performance and Fairness for Big Data Job Schedulers in Large-Scale Datacenters

Master of Computer Science

Mansuo Shen

Masters of Engineering

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Batholomew Gavana

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Kaitlyn Marie Barger

Mazna Farrah Bilal

Connor Gabriel Hendrickson

Jennifer Janel Patterson

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Fengliang He

Weiwei Li

Zhen Li
Development and Anti-Ice and Condensation Accelerating Deciphering Rheological and Thermodynamic Properties of Low-Temperature Ice Deposits

Mark Filip Sluzewski
Heze Chen
Melissa Anne Deschamps
John Marschner Robert Rickel
Emily York Miller
Benjamin Lee Anton

1 Distinguished Majors Program

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Benjamin Lee Anton
Emily York Miller
John-Marschner Robert Rickel

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Melissa Anne Deschamps

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Heze Chen

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Mark Filip Sluzewski

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
John Paul Donlon
Mehrdad Fazli
Ryan James Neice

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Martin Emmanuel Bolger
Timothy Lee Eddy, Jr.
Gerun Lu

Bachelors of Science
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Samuel Heiberger
Heena Shah

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Trevor John Powell
Kevin Babu Vellanki

ENGINEERING SCIENCE
Edward Alden Duquette

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Willoughby Brian Andrews
Stuart Thomas Forrester
Golshad Satlikh

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Maxwell Berman

Conferred December 19, 2019

Doctors of Philosophy
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Colleen Curley
Dissertation: Development and Assessment of Focused Ultrasound-Based Approaches for Non-Viral Transfection of Brain Tumors

Jennifer Marie Hays
Dissertation: Selection and Integration of Optimal Experiments for Refinement of Heterogeneous Conformational Ensembles

Kristopher Rawls
Dissertation: Applications of Genome-Scale Metabolic Network Reconstructions to Characterize Drug-Induced Toxicity

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Zhao Chen
Dissertation: Crystallographic Orientation in Metal Halide Perovskite Nanocrystals

Xiaoyu Deng
Dissertation: Large-Area Printed Metal Halide Perovskite Solar Cells

Yuanyuan Ji
Dissertation: Selective Polymeric Membranes for Ion Specific Separation

Nicholas Paul Murphy
Dissertation: Investigation of Controlled Drug Release from Polymeric Microparticles on Models of Oxidative Disease and Tissue Development

Yiran Wang
Dissertation: Multi-Component Adsorption of Monoclonal Antibodies on Ceramic Hydroxyapatite

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Mohamad Alipour Tabrizi
Dissertation: Deep Learning for Robust and Efficient Automated Defect Recognition in Critical Infrastructure

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Ahmed Abdelgelil Ezzeldin
Mohamed Aly
Dissertation: Experimental Studies in Pursuit of Experiential Robot Learning

Tommy James Tracy II
Dissertation: Accelerating Decision Tree Ensemble Inference with an Automata Representation

Xiaoyu Wang
Dissertation: Novel Hybrid Optical-Electrical-Switched Networks for Energy-Efficient Operation

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Matthew Anthony Diasio
Dissertation: Rheological and Colloidal Approaches to Characterizing and Producing Dispersions for Advanced Manufacturing

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Yanzi Zhang
Dissertation: Graphene-Enabled, High-Performance Composites for Energy Storage and Energy Saving

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Steven Conrad Hauser
Dissertation: Sensing Physical World Using Pervasive Wireless Infrastructure

Yuanyuan Ji
Dissertation: Data Driven Modeling and Scheduling of Hybrid Wireless Power Transfer Charging Systems to Serve Electric Vehicles

Luisa Patricia Gonzalez Guerrero
Dissertation: ACS: Asynchronous Computing with Streams

Ge Song

Kai Xie
Dissertation: Laser Sintered Nanograin SiGe Thermoelectric Thin Film Devices

Yuan Yuan
Dissertation: Low-Noise Avalanche Photodiodes

Jingjie Zhang
Dissertation: Nanoscale Thermal Transport: Size Effects and Transport Regimes

Matthew Anthony Diasio
Dissertation: Rheological and Colloidal Approaches to Characterizing and Producing Dispersions for Advanced Manufacturing

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Yanzi Zhang
Dissertation: Graphene-Enabled, High-Performance Composites for Energy Storage and Energy Saving

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Steven Conrad Hauser
Dissertation: Skin Contact Interactions and Neural Encoding Mechanisms Underlying Social and Affective Touch

Masters of Engineering
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Chen Cai
Colby Arthur Whitcomb

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Haddis Abebe
Ian Donovan Campbell
Liam Farrell Tobin
Faria Tuz Zahura

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Ning Ding
Ming Gong
Hussain Ayad Humadi
Hanyu Li
Hongnan Lin
Xiaoxi Lin
Weihan Lyu
Brenda Be Phetsomphou
Jiaxi Xu
Yanchen Xu
Zhe Zhang

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Riley Kevin Christopher
Weiyuan Xu
Yaobin Zhang

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Chengxuan Cai
Nathan Maurice Giguere
Jonathan Paul Jones
Zhupeng Lou
Muyun Lu
Yi Lu
Yun Peng Tu
Chaoqai Zhang

School of Engineering & Applied Science

Yumeng Jiang
Mainuddin Ahmad Jonas
Sanatkumar Jayantibhai Kondhol
Hong Jik Lee
Ruobing Li
Jinpin Lin
Jayang Liu
Kechen Liu
Rongrong Liu
Zhidan Lu
Saeed Mahlouji Far
Xin Nie
Shweta Narendra Notani
Goutham Patley
Zixi Qi
Qian Qu
Panima Sahai
Aishwarya Sariya
Younous Tu
Onyekachukwu Chukwubuka
Uche
Chen Wei
Qinyi Wu
Zhipeng Xu
Jie Yang
Runnan Yang
Xinyu Yang
Zoya Yeprem Gerdabard
Computer Engineering
Alexander George Sarris
Sudhir Kateel Shenoy

Computer Science
Faizan Ahmad
Wanyu Du
Aobo Yang

Electrical Engineering
Linyuan Guo

Materials Science and Engineering
William Polk Moffat
Xuemeng Xia

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Madeline Carlisle Collins
Benjamin Jerome Igo
Alex Ivan Jarama
Cody Matthew O’Cain
Watson Andrew Spivey

Systems Engineering
Sanjana Mendu

Bachelors of Science

Aerospace Engineering
Isabel Ruth Araujo
Sean Bergmann
Henry Thomas Blalock IV
Joseph Alexander Brink
Alejandro Britos

Biology

Civil Engineering

Chemical Engineering

Civil Engineering
Jacob Matthew Hegemier
Hannah Herrmann
Klara Lahiri Hocherchak
Nicholas Gihoon Kim
Jane Pearl Long
Lindsey Elizabeth Maxwell
Mare Michaud
Dorian Nguyen
Benjamin Nicholas Redfern
Michael Peyton Rice
Edler Saint-Jean
Kaila Stein
Meredithe Keighly Sutton
Brendan Charles Vachris

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Elmo Alexander
Joshua Arabit
Daniel Sameh William Ayoub
Talis Cihan Basham
Michael Robert Bliss
Michael Brian Boddie
Samantuna Burr
Kaelyn Michelle Carroll
Karanapal Singh Chawla
Anders Christiansen
John Holden Craddock
William Joseph Define
Ian Michael Greene
Landon Taraska Greene
Robyn Elizabeth Haukenes
Wade Stephen Hisiro
Gautama Kakanaboyina
Ahmed Hamza Kakeh
Mert Mazaffer Karakas
Nayiri Krystsztowski
Joseph Laux
Jiaxu Li
Vivian Wei Lin
Matthew Cortez McDonnell
Maansi Mehta
Malcolm Andrew Miller
Renee Lin Mitchell
Nicholas Mohammad
Julian Khoa Nguyen
Kiri Alice Nicholson
Connor Junche Park
Nathan Yunho Park
Everett Carl Patterson, Jr.
Steve Phan
Keerthi Radhakrishnan
Isaac Thomas Roberts
Bryan Matthew Rombach
Connor Grisier Roos
Edward James Russell
Nojan Dominick Sheybani
Zachary Thomas Stubbe
Pekar Tan
Andrew Paul Tigges
Christopher Vu-Cuong Truong
Hua Lai Uchera
Shirley Wang
Robin Watkins
Sean Christopher Wolfe
Daniel Wu

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Renat Abazov
Andrew Abraham
Everett Stephen Adams
Parv Ahuja
Assad Ghani Ajaiji
Akansha Alok
Connor Edward Anderson
Cory Thomas Ayers
Rahul Batra
Trevor Daron Bedsaul
Clark Benham
David Christopher Bennett
Michael Theodore Benos
Roman B Bohuk
Benjamin Farrow Brown
Eric Spencer Burbach
Damon Michael Cestaro
Charles Michael Chang
Kenneth Chen
Michael Edward Chinn
Jin Young Choi
Henry Daniel Clabby
Ryan James Coulier
Victor Manuel Cruz Contreras
Quilan Emerson Dawkins
Luis Felipe de la Espriella
Luke Matthew Deni
Jillian Leigh DeWoody
Pranay Dubey
Eason Hill Duggan
Jack Houston Durning
Youssef Errami
Peter Jacob Felland
Yonathan Fisseha
Jacob Fullerton
Vineeth Gaddam
Draden S. Gaffney
Aman Garg
Sean Thomas Gatewood
Owen Hans Gentry
Jeffrey Scott Gerken
Siddharth Ghati
John Philippe Gireud
Siddhant Goel
Sandra Johanna Gould
Aarun Gu
Ethan Mitchell Gumabay
Robert Tate Haga
Sanjana Hajela
James Hamil
Amelia Grace Hampford
Christopher Han
Samuel Richard Hecht
Selwyn Nigel Hector, Jr.
Jack Herd
Alexander Wayne Hicks
Jimming Hu
Grace Madeline Huang
Conner Anthony Hutson
Akhilkumar Reddy Induri
Disha Jain
Sridhiraj Jayakumar
Mark Minjae Jeong
Johannes James Johnson
Chi Min Jung
Ryan Allen Kann

SHIHAIB ALI
University of Virginia

Joshua Yedam You
William Tiger Zhang

Habib Rabih Karaky
Ryan Patrick Kelly
Isabel Kershner
Branden Kim
Cory Junghoon Kim
Jason Ji-Hoon Kim
Michael Andrej Klaczynski
Adam Wayne Klein
Sai Kaushik Konuri
Tanapol Kosolwattana
Samanta Marie Kostelni
Anthony James Lancaster
Corey Donovan Lando
Michael Dean Laterza
Kenneth Minh Le
Christopher Youngjin Lee
Gio Lee
Jihyeong Lee
Kane Keumil Lee
Paul Schoon Lee
Sarah Sida Lei
Kyle David Leslie
Andrew Jacob Lewis
Eli Daniel Lifland
Tae Whoan Lim
Haotian Liu
Winston Liu
Cameron Victoria Lloyd
Mark Christian Maguire
Rahat Maini
Makonnen Makonnen
Jack Maxwell McManus
David Jacques Mehani
Robert Thomas Michaels
John Xavier Morris
Steven Andrew Morrison
Carrington Williams Murphy
Amanda Marie Lorraine Murray
Kevin Maddin
Taylor Nelson
Danielle Newman
Thien Alex Nguyen
Tho Ngoc Nguyen
Andrew Michael Niedringhaus
Nuzaha Nuzaht
Richard Francis Ohr
Benjamin William Saxton Ormond
Jacobo Pacheco
Brady Dawson Page
Nitesh Parajuli
Maxwell Truitt Patek
Daniel Patel
James Robert Patterson
John Ruben Perez
Dylan Lawrence Peters
Vivian Hoang Pham
Ryan Christopher Ritze
Emily Louise Roberts
Cody Tyler Robertson
Shivani Saboo
Joshua Tyler Santana
Nicholas George Sarris
Nathaniel Quinn Saxe
Jack Schumann
Samuel Shankman
Victor Shen
Yuelan Sheng
Kajal Sheth
Stephen Shiao
John Charles Short IV

Surbhi Singh
Yukesh Sirohi
Jacob Thomas Smith
Benjamin Douglas Spector
Nathanael Strawser
Austen Christopher Sullivan
Aditi Hemant Takle
Michael Tang
Stephen Joseph Thiringer
Samuel Ting
Peter Tran
Jui Tao Tsai
Jared Walter Tufts
Evan Tyneski
Chiraag Unesh
Ashish Upadhyaya
Federic Scott Valler
Matthew Edwin Vick
Amanishi Singh Vohra
Ian M Walk
Robert David Wallace
Hongjie Wang
John Watkins
Henry Powell Weber
Hunter Gray Williams
Michael Gerard Wood
Jack Holloway Workman
Bernet Regina Wu
Grace Wu
Tiger Wu
Jessica Tiger Xu
David Jackson Xue
Connor Shaw Vager
Ankith Gopikrishna Yennu
Andrew Jeeso Yim
Alvin Yuan
James Yun
Daniel Zarco
Zijia Zeng
Carl Zhang
Kevin S Zheng
William Zheng
Haoran Zhu

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Dalton Nicholas Applegate
Finbar Currin
Xiaojuhuan Ding
Jesse Elmir Dugan
Emily Flynn
Nathaniel Geerdes
Xiangwen Guo
Alec Handy
Jacob George Holton
Taylor Jayne Kramer
Joshua Aidan Laney
Hsing Chun Lin
Kelsi Ann Loundsen
Thu Minh Tran
Michael Taran Traylor
Adam Thomas Turlinger
Kathryn Louise Wason

ENGINEERING SCIENCE
Marin Blasdel
dan Y LJn
Ramin Clason
Dylan Tair Culfogenis
Alexander Joseph Knoop
Christian James May
Katelyn Elizabeth Salotto
Curry School of Education and Human Development

Conferred August 2, 2019

Doctors of Philosophy

Pilar Maria Alamos Valenzuela
Dissertation: Supportive Teacher-Child Interactions for Preschool Children Who Display Disruptive Behaviors

Rebekah Loughry Berlin
Dissertation: Understanding and Preparing for Ambitious Elementary Mathematics Instruction

Elizabeth A Bistrong
Dissertation: A Developmental Perspective on Bullying; Exploring Risk Factors from Preschool Through High School

James Peter Bywater
Dissertation: Designing Computer-Based Guidance to Support Teacher and Student Practices in Engineering and Modeling Projects

Yuane Jia
Dissertation: Methodological Considerations in School Climate Research

Samantha Jill Ludin
Dissertation: Teen Dating Violence: Associations with Individual and Contextual Factors

Marisa Malone
Dissertation: Grade Configurations, School Climate, and Academic Achievement in Middle Grade Students

Malachi Amom Richardson
Dissertation: Normalized Aggression: Exploring the Role of Normalized Beliefs in the Desensitization of Violence Exposed Youth

Maria Franciscia Romo Escudero
Dissertation: Understanding Early Childhood Teachers’ Competence: Pedagogical Attention, Analysis and Interpretation, and Decision-Making Skills

Andrea Dale Xisto
Curry School of Education and Human Development

**Doctors of Education**

Christina Joy Dixon
Dissertation: A Framework for Executive Leadership of Continuous Improvement in K-12 Public School Districts: Learning from Research and Practice

Albert Henry Jacoby III
Dissertation: Computational Thinking in Elementary Schools: A Case Study

Kathryn Leigh Keller Wood
Dissertation: Preparation for Montessori School Leaders: A Look at Current Standards

**Masters of Education**

Juliet Catherine Amann
Abigail Marie Barnes
Stephanie Hubbard Barnes
Nathan Beard
Sara Bylen Brodhead
Elisabeth Walker Bryan
Lauren Elaine Bunch
Benjamin Francis Butler
Young Hee Byun
Phillip Raymond Call
Nicole Beth Capobianco
Caroline Mills Chamberlain
Audrey Bernardino Claravall
Caroline Emack Cochrane-Braswell
Holly E. Cole
Aimee Kathleen Connolly
Jason Tyler Conroy
Frances Lee Coolman
Jason H Covey
Amanda Marie Craft
Caroline Crichlow-Ball
Matthew Presto Cruz
Jenny Bridges Czerwinski
Amanda G. Drinnon
Tracie V. Evans-Mastrella
Farren Diane Francis
Leslie Whitley Garber
Marissa Sofia Gonzalez
Christina Haag
Margaret Elizabeth Hancock
Christina Marie Harkins
Shazia Amber Hashmi
Nicole Alexis Hayman
Sarah Pritchett Hayward
Taylor Brianne Heasley
Kiera Elizabeth Heatwole
Michelle Lee Hilbert
Sarah Bower Hirth
Allison Miller Hough
Avenlea Howard
Kristy Ann Hull
Sarah Kassabian
Christina Maitland Fossel Kelso
Kasey Lam
Gale Lee
Moon Sook Lee
Melissa Lynn Long
Matthew Kyle Lowery
Mollie Gallippe Lubetkin
Travis Adams Maddry
Maria Lightsey Martin

Sharon Marie Martz
Emily Counts Mauck
Emily Theresa Maxfield
Josh Rainer Medrano
Michelle B. Menezes
Ashley Nicole Milligan
Carly Michelle Morano
Clance Jeanette Morris
Charles Anthony Myers, Jr.
Andrea Marie Nell
Frankye Renee Owens
Jessica Harold Phillips
Mark Terrell Phillips
Louise Hamilton Pierson
Meredith Dentes Powers
Amy Marie Purnell
Rachael Lynn Rachau
Melora Lane Ramos
Jody McCurdy Randolph
Shali Richmond
Elizabeth Reid Roetger
Alma Geiser Sandusky
Heidilinde Porter Santos
Gayatri Sardana
Timothy Andrew Shafer
Emile Siciliano
Sydney Cecelia Simmons
Susie S Smallwood
Stormy Tess Derrow Stoneburner
Dylan Arthur Thompson
Mary Taylor Thornton
Danielle Nikole Torres
Heather Renea Ultsch
Emily Barbara Vislosky
Katie Elizabeth Walker
Erin Elizabeth Waters
Brett Lewis Watson
Allyson Wharam
Caroline Joan White
Erica Woolheater
Zhongli Xu
Jennifer Sympson York

**Masters of Teaching**

Caitlin Baker
Laura Cochran Hernandez
Ian Kotliar
Brent Alan Morris
Nancy Amote Wanzer

**Bachelors of Science in Education**

Caitlin Audet Green
Samantha Rosette
Lorato Sargeant

**Conferred December 19, 2019**

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Rose Marie Cole
Dissertation: Higher Education for Global Citizenship: An Interpretive Policy Analysis

Gopal Midha
Dissertation: Principal Meetings and the Creation, Retention, and Transfer of Professional Knowledge

Lauren Elizabeth Ware Stark
Dissertation: We’re Trying to Create a Different World: Educator Organizing in Social Justice Caucuses

**Doctors of Education**

Nicole Arielle Fratrik
Dissertation: Secondary Mathematics Teachers’ Curricular Reasoning and Adaptations of Pacing Guides

Eileen Marie Oliver-Eggett
Dissertation: The Principal’s Role in Addressing Concerns of Beginning Special Educators and Enhancing Retention

Jaime Leigh Osborne
Dissertation: Department Chair Instructional Leadership at Independent Schools

Nicole Anne Thomas
Dissertation: An Examination of Service Utilization Regarding Integrative Wellness Services on Campus

**Education Specialist**

Jesse Adam Philips

**Masters of Education**

Elizabeth Rose Allan
Caroline Bransfield Benoît
Arielle Nicole Carpenter
Runzhi Chen
Gabriella Margaret Dill
Catherine Finn Duffy
Shannon Elizabeth Evans
Elizabeth Reil Foster
Cynthia Marie Fox
Amanda Evans Gillman
Mia Girard
Molly Claire Haines
Lisa Michelle Hansford
Orland Erad Henry
Mackenzie Mae Holt
Jinyoung Hwang
Erika Kristin Kersey
Sarah Elizabeth Krutul
Derrik Thomas Legler
Erin Kelley Liddell
Danielle Marie Long
Sophie Rosalind Luxmoore
Else Shea McCuller
Alexandra Adriana Michonski
Sarah Ann Mills
James Mitarrionna, Jr.
Erin Christina Moore
Kelley Michelle Mshomba
Jessica Lull Nachman
Kristin Michelle Nagy
Cara Norton
Mary Moffett Priddy
Evdokia Reissis
Jennifer Anne Rettie
Emma Rae Rooney
Julia August Ruth
Julia Emile Schnyer
Victoria Seymour

Stacy Leigh Shick
Laura Renee Solomon
Julia Campbell Spong
Nerece Stoltz
Jamie Twist
Noelle Ware
Caroline Paige Wilkinson
Amy Alderton Willis
Lauren Wood
Anastasia Elizabeth Younkaits

**Masters of Teaching**

Katherine Rebecca Atkeson
Lauren Brooke Baber
Sophia Elisabeth Bandurco
Rachel Christina Barranco
Anna Basile
Sallie Marie Blanks
Patricia A Braun
Nicole Cristine Breer
Claire Katherine Brooks
Sydney Moeckel Buppert
Ana-Maria Cerneva
Casey Chay
Sarah Youngji Chin
Sydney Michelle Clark
Stephanie McRae Dugan
Camille Leigh Fontaine
Ruby Garofalo
Alexis Suzette Gravel
Noah Patrick Green
Katherine Ann Grossman
Natascha Hall
Brittany Halsey
Mi-Jin Esther Han
Madeline Irene Hermansmeier
Justine Olivia Huggins
Anna Marie Holowinsky
Rebecca Harper Hostetter
Amy Marie Howell
Hannah Leigh Huntington
Joyce Jang
Sarah Michael Johnson
Kiera Lenae Jones
Abigail Lei Jordan
Hope Juliet Kase
Laura Churchwell Kwiatkowski
Cassity Elizabeth Lacy
Megan Amanda Leonard
Claire Maxine Lutxon
Savana Lisette Mai
Elizabeth Ann McClaugher
Joseph Lawrence Chance McClure
Caroline Fisher McCrary
Kelsey Nicole Ortwine
Hannah Webb Riddle
Kimberly Marie Rieder
Emily Mackenzie Stern
Hamah Whisman
Emily Sumiko White
Lily Ann Winkler
Nerece Stoltz
Lauren Wood

**Bachelors of Science in Education**

Philip Charles Arcara III
Anna Basile
Paige Mackenzie Benninghoff
Program Selection, Quality Improvement, and System-Building in Early Childhood Education: Evidence from a Statewide Reform in Louisiana

David Nicholas Martin

Theresa Noelle Melton
Dissertation: Staying Positive: Using a Positive Youth Development Framework to Explore the Contribution of Ecological and Individual Assets to Youth Development

Polina Pavlova Mischenko
Dissertation: What It Takes to Teach Mindfulness in Elementary School: A Qualitative Study of Teachers Delivering the Compassionate Schools Project Curriculum

Amanda Renae Rawlins
Dissertation: Literacy Maturity and the Magnocellular Theory of Dyslexia: Implications for Clinical Diagnosis

Alexis Rut
Dissertation: Preparing Secondary Science Pre-Service Teachers to Teach in Linguistically Diverse Classrooms

Casey Ann Thomas
Dissertation: Examining Opportunities to Learn and Enact Ambitious Instruction, Culturally Responsive Teaching, and Culturally Relevant Pedagogy in Mathematics Education

Doctors of Education

Ernest Benjamin Allen V
Dissertation: A Seat at the Table: Using Culturally Responsive Leadership to Provide Equitable and Excellent Opportunities for All Students

John Baker

Ginger Lee Griffin
Dissertation: The Relationship of Adverse Childhood Experiences to Cognitive, Behavioral and Emotional Functioning in Children

Craig Andrew Herring
Dissertation: A Study of Feedback Practices to Enhance Teacher Performance

Jennifer Hertzberg
Dissertation: Leadership, Organizational Routines, and Innovation: A Study of the Implementation of Project Based Learning in Three Elementary Schools

Erik Scott Maginnis

Susan Angela Ross
Dissertation: Using the Four Pillar Practices and Constructive Developmental Theory as Lenses for Transformational Learning in Principal Professional Learning

Education Specialist

Summer Lianne Hall

Masters of Education

James Alexander Adkins
Al Hussain Ahmed
Stuart Wayne Akers, Jr.
Keni Leigh Alden
Meredith Alldenhorf
Mark E Altman, Jr.
Kathleen Sarah An
Alexander Fonseca Andrade
Marcus Kevin Applefield
Collin Wade Arthur
John Baer
Peyton Elizabeth Baldwin
Kelly Burke Barrett
Gregory Alan Barroso, Jr.
Anne Elizabeth Basham
Jacob Edward Bear
Katriona Bell
Lindsey Christine Belle
Melanie Holloway Blanding
Eva S Blau
Marija Bogavac
Monica B. Boyce
Peyton Brooks
Ayanna Rene Bundy
Rachel Burgert
Casey Danielle Burton
Bethany Laurel Case
Chelsea Mullaney Christensen
Randall T Clement
Dennis Wayne Clemmons
Leah Danielle Coleman
Kelsey Shane Conlan
Johanna Smith Coulter
Tanner Drew Cowley
Kristina Kay Crossman
Julia Lynn Dalby
Andrew Fanoe Davis
Lydia Day
Elizabeth Ann King D’Cruz
Kimberley Lee Diaz
Allison Ann Dickson-Lewis
Grant Michael Donahue
Jacyln Dosik
Aiyana Dionne Doswell
Hannah Margaret Dowdy
Cheryl Diane Drew
Sarah Robinson Du Bose
Evinston Gerald Duhon
Jennifer Frances Dula

Confered May 17, 2020

Doctors of Philosophy

Andrea Louise Baellow
Dissertation: Clinical Evaluation of Foot, Knee, and Hip Measures Relative to Patellofemoral Pain

Sarah Kate Benson
Dissertation: A Comparative Case Study of Jordanian Inclusion Policies and Practices

Stephan Gerwig Bodkin
Dissertation: Optimizing Healthcare Decision-Making Following ACL-Reconstruction

Catherine Corbin
Dissertation: Understanding Teacher-Student Relationships and Teachers’ Psychological Adjustment as Multifaceted and Co-Developing Classroom Processes

Katherine Ariel Cornett
Dissertation: Elementary Social Studies Teaching and Learning in a Standards-Based Multi-Age Classroom

Nicholas Kevin Erdman
Dissertation: Clinical Utility of the Dual-Task Assessment of Sport Concussion in Collegiate Athletes

Matthew Charles Ericson
Dissertation: Community College Transfer Student Pathways in Virginia

Emily Meagan Heiston
Dissertation: The Impact of Acute Exercise on Vascular Insulin Sensitivity

Abbis Haider Jaffri
Dissertation: Examining Neuromuscular Adaptation in Foot and Ankle Injuries Using Ultrasound Imaging

Preston Lane Magourik
Dissertation: Cross-Sector

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Masters of Science
Michael Austin
Makenzie Larson
Symone' Kayla McCullough
Mitchell James Popielec

Masters of Teaching
Rachel Fischer Alberts
Megan Christine Appleton
Laura Leinala Sumiko Austin
Jazlyn Monique Beckford
Kasey Cheko Bueno
Oliva Roxanne Bunten
Trenton David Burmeister
Emilyann Yasmine Burr
Matthew Miles Chaney
Raina Ann Clasen
Sanamtha Marie Clavelli
David Edgar Clower II
Christine Elizabeth Codd
Austin Roger Warner Conway
Abigail Copley
Brittany Anne Cramer
Robert Gerard Culhane
Tyler James Curran
Oliva Madison Davis
Stephanie Elizabeth Deizio
Bridget Flynn Drain
Grant Thomas Fabian
Maya Zuerner Falicov
Naira Feraidon
Justin Ferranto
Riley Jo Giles
Eriika Elizabeth Golf
Helen Farrell Goggins
Bianca Kathleen Gray
Elizabeth Wilkes Hamlin
Julia Zuzana Havel
Molly Frances Heck
Shinay Ann Kim Henderson
Elizabeth Jane Higdon
Emma Katherine Hilldrup
Nicole Parfitt Holohan
Emily Diane Hooker
Lily Grace Hungard
Mary Anna Husk
Lindsay Anne Jefferson
Rickquan Charlétre Whittle Jones
Kelly Tatiana Shana La Poll
Ciara Alexis Leonard
Lauren Ann-Marie Lewis
Xinyu Li
Krista Lachelora Mahoney
Rachel Morgan Malinowski
Sarah Katherine Mast
Christine Marie McDaniel
Jessica Elaine Mokiwitz
Wonne Kim Nguyen
Ashley Margaret Nichols
Lauren Elisabeth O'Donnell
Abigail Reta Philips
Isabella Andrea Pizzo
Emily Rose Rapavi
Kyndia Santeshe Riley
Kevin Alexander Rinald
Eileen Rosenberg
Madeleine Beth Rushing
Caleb Alexander Selph
Let Shang

Allison Elizabeth Shields
Hope Caroline Sikora
Haven Anne Simon
Emily Marie Spears
Joshua Todd Sporre
Maureen Elizabeth Stinnett
Sarah Elisabeth Strong
Marshall Swing
Sana Tauchi
Sarah Ann Thomas
Charisse Jabel Thompson
Sindhuра Vadlamani
Victoria Alexandra Whited
Brendan Wolfe
Christie Xin
Jiaqiu Xu
Benjamin Murray Young

Bachelors of Science in Education
Mary Anna Adams
Fatimah Bumyniamu Alhassan
Nohemi Cristine Almaguer
Victoria Adrianna Alvarez
Kelly Anne Arani
Kiley Susan Banker
Margaret Rose Barilka
Caroline Julia Beck
Makeda Berhane
Rita Moore Befodon
Oliva Roxanne Bunting
Luke Jeffrey Burns
Kerry Bush
Callie Ilee Butler
Katharine Bryan Butler
Kailey Elizabeth Caceres
Emma Helwig Call
Aiden Arthur Carroll
Kayla Lynch Chapman
Leilani Mei Reapor Chu
Madelyn Gillions Clevinger
Sara Travers Ciborne
Mackenzie Lauren Cooper
Kailey Marie Currie
Haley Paige Davis
Shea Marie Davis
Ryan Lee Dawson
Maeve Patricia Devlin
Kaitlyn Tatiana Diaz
Kiernan Richard DiMeglio
Grace Donohue
Gregory James Doye
Caroline Marie Dundervill
Ali Moustafa El-Araby
Aurora Kathleen Emmons
Jack Austin Erickson
Georgia Iliganoa Fartingh
Angelica Fasano
Benjamin Terhune Feldman
Erim Flores
Timothy Julian Francis
Ashley Monique Frederick
Miranda Victoria Furtado
Nicole Ganow
Celine Gil
LaMaria Miona Glass
Alissa Marie Gorzak
Keara Nicole Gravely
Rachel Elizabeth Green

Rachel Pascual Griffin
Hannah Callin Gross
Valeria Gutierrez Cruz
Julia Youngsue Hahn
Madeline Brown Higgins
Sarah Elizabeth Holland
Matthew Jordan Houlfi
Madison Nicole Howell
Jane Kathryn Hubler
James Matthew Huff
Olivia Ashlyn Ingram
Claire Pearce Janek
Kaitlyn Rose Kalfus
Lia Karoali
Madison Karten
Robert Todd Kirks
Allison Marie Kowalewski
Caitlin Lee
Rachel Alama Levinson
Sarah Elizabeth Lindamood
Amity Rene Murphy
Nivardo Loya Villalobos
Jiayi Lu
Jay Thomas Maixner
Charles Bennett Mantooh
Kelly Alexis Martin
Bryn Audrey Masson
Aleah Hewitt Michael
Caroline Regina Milkin
Mackenzie Alexander Miller
Chloe Athena Moker
Savannah Destiny Morris
Connor Rene Murphy
Ana Cristina Mytytettus
Madeline Patricia Mytytettus
Kyleigh Ryan Negus
Khuong Doan Nguyen
Sarah Anne Nordstrom
Jared Tyler Norton
Kalea Nicole Obermeyer
Timothy Oldamola Olukanni
Mary Carpenter Ottley
Kristal Nana Hemaa Owusu-Yaw
Sarah Domenique Paquette
Juliana Elizabeth Parra
Miranda Jo Perez
Martha Claire Prielau
Haylee Nicole Puller
Oona Quinn
Kennedy Noreen Radix
Olivia Ann Rampersaud
Katie Sky Robbins
Zoe Nelson Sadugor
Olivia Grace Sargent
Sarah Renee Saunders
Makenzie Alexis Scanlon
Charlotte Love Scharfenberg
Emily Elizabeth Schmidt
Megan Lynn Schoenholtz
O'Lindra Blaise Sevier
Teona Unique Sharp
Camryn Gray Shendo
Hailey Marie Singleton
Thomas Bailey Sneed
Sarah Beth Snow
Nathan Reese Stewart
Carlee Marie Strathmann
Sarah Elisabeth Strong
Minsi Sun
Sana Tauchi

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration

Conferred August 2, 2019

Doctor of Philosophy
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Alvaro Jose Moreno Garcia
Dissertation: The Entrepreneur as an Agent of Change in the Economy: The Case of James M. Edin in Early Colombia

Master of Business Administration
Alexis Christian Pascal Moulin

Conferred December 19, 2019

Master of Business Administration

Conferred May 17, 2020

Doctor of Philosophy
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Karim Ginena
Dissertation: Exploring Right vs. Right Ethical Dilemmas: How Firefighters Experience and Manage Loyalty Tensions

Masters of Business Administration

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Ryan Charles Thom
Emma Kane Thurman
Carolyn Pearl Topps
Myles Anthony Turkson
Anthony Joseph Turtora
Elizabeth Tweten
Logan William Tyree
Ricardo Daniel Valdejo
Justice Allen Wade
Connor Dennis Whan
Makayla Lyall Whitehurst
Alexandra Suzanne Williams
Haley Ashlyn Winn
Nicholas Zarate

Alexis Aymon Axel Frederic Marie Aubry
Prasanna Venkatash Ayalur
Bakthavatsalam
Daniel James Aycock
Arun Badami
Sandesh Balkrikar
Michaela Skyrlyn Banks
Kapil Dev Bansal
Peter Banta
Christopher Edward Barbeau
Reide Baxter
David Bean
Vanessa Adriane Bean
Trevor Ferreebe Beasley
Lacy Dorothea Bedol
Ann Catherine Begley
James Asher Begley
Thomas Grasst Jones III
Ameya Bhattacharya
Ragini Bhuyan
Alexander James Biermann
Eric Black
Bryant Powell Blair
Eric Fotheringham Blazer
Jessica Block
Blaise G. Bloxom
Kathryn Rose Bolton
Carlyle Anne Bond
Andrew Miller Bonds
Kelly Anne Bonilla
Daman O'Shay Booker
Blake Alexander Bowman
Brooks Stanfield Bradway
Sean Patrick Brady
Caio Braune Soares de Souza
Alexia Braxton
Meade Rice Brewer
John Frederick Brittan
Cameron Joseph Brock
Isabel Moritz Brodsky
Laura Christianna Brokaw
Carson Christopher Brooks
Christopher Edward Brown
Kevin Michael Bryce
David Buchanan
Stephen Douglas Buchanan
Ann McCauley Bullock
Richard Bernard Burroughs IV
Francisco Bernardo Cabral Delgado
Alexandra Emily Cahill
Samuel Calaway
Julie Stephani Calderon Benavente
Andres Campos Vizcarras
Alexander Thomson Cantarera
Benpei Cao
Melissa Looney Carroll
Philip Joseph Carroll IV
Matthew Paul Casciano
Henry Charles Broadbent CاسرLEY
Laura Andrea Castellanos Sanchez
James Samuel Castrombone
Patrick Michael Cerone
Guilherme Queiroga de Souza
Pallabi Chakraborty
Kevin Kae-Ru Chang
Cheng Chen
Fernando Chiaverini Albano Pereira
Anna Wilson Christen
Robert Y Chung

Sungmoon Chung
Patrick FitzPatrick Clancy
Michael Quinton Clemm
Caroline Paige Coates
Cheryl McBride Connery
Kelly Elizabeth Connors
Cerontie LeVar Cook
Jacob Corbin
Addison Karl Corriger
Taylor Jones Corriger
Joshua Martin Cortez
Andrew Ryan Courtney
Evan Robert Covington
Brian Peter Crnkovich
Covey Emmeline Crelius
Roger Alan Crome III
Natalie Marissa Cassara
Ryan Mychal Curtis
Xin Dai
Ashion Dane Daily
William Kenyon Daniel III
Joel Gilbert Delorit
Christopher James De Notto
Dylan Ross Denlow
Matthew Philip Derrington
Brian George DeRose
Dhruv Mihir Desai
Aashima Dhanakhar
Ana Flavia Dias
Michael Francis Dineen
Michael Joseph Doerr
Jordan Johnston Dreier
Demetrius Isidore Dsouza
Natalie Elise Murchison Dschut
Thomas Bernard Duffy
Devon Christopher Edgel
Dylan Andrews Eldridge
Robert Lucas Elias
Zachary Joseph Elkins
Shawn Matthew Ellis
Teresa Rae Stoney Engebretson
Michael Kevin Reyes Fajardo
Jianye Feng
Xiaoqihan Feng
Ryan Earl Ferrara
Alan Steven Fischer
Brenton James Fisk
Megan Cathleen Fitzgerald
Elizabeth Ann Fonseca
Brigitte Mary Fox
Rodrigo Henrique Freitas dos Santos
Owen Baughman Fry
Rea Gandola
Jonathan Pierre Gauthier
Jin Gao
Rachel Gazzarro
Juntao Ge
Peter Ethan Geres
Sophia Gaquinto
Seumir Parker Gilbert III
Corey William Gilmore
Zachary Brian Golden
Bruce Henry Goldston
Benjamin Jack Gorman
Matthew Jay Grinnell
Srikar Gullapalli
Shivani Gupta
Lauren Elizabeth Habig
Mark Anthony Hahn
David Henry Hancock

Zachary Todd Harbage
Andrew Justin Harris
Katharine Adams Harrison
Jordan Campbell Hart
Audrey F Hartland
Timothy Chad Harvey
David Jason Haycock
Rohan Ravishankar Hebbbar
Emily Hecker
Cameron Hector
Trenton Thomas Hegseth
James Edward Henderson II
Karen Owens Henneberger
Stephanie Hepp
Sarah Else Herget
Madeleine Elisabeth Vige Hicks
Winfred H Hills, Jr.
Naohiro Hiraoka
Michael T Hoban
Robert Thurston Hoffman, Jr.
Robert Hunter Horrocks
Andrew Luxton Horn
Michael Hovick
James Austin Howe
Mengdie Hu
Xinran Hu
William Michael Hughes
David C Hulse
Hannah Hurmence
Robert Clelland Peabody Hutson
James William Igou
Caroline Marie Inglesby
Iaila Leson Ingram-Johnson
Helal Ismail
Bryce J Istvan
Grace Elizabeth Jackson
Shagun Jain
Sonal Jain
Reid Courtland James
Anand Himanshu Jani
Caroline Jankowski
James Michael Jarvis, Jr.
Ari Jayantii
Waled Jehandad
Edner Damion Joseph, Jr.
Stephen Gregory Joy, Jr.
Brooks Michael Jung
Ryan Joseph Kamauff
Mary Bridget Kane
Jung-Kwang Dillon Kang
Andrew Thomas Kaplan
Saule Kassengaliyeva
Monaj Suresh Katara
Ashley Furick Keating
Allison M. Kelley
Emily Lynne Kelly
Spencer Rau Kelly
Branna Elizabeth Kemm
Geoffrey Kenawell
Samuel Maxwell Kessel
Ammar Khan
Katharine Theresa Kiernan
Thomas Kim
Emma Anne Kinnucan
Kirk Matthew Kloepel
Frederick Martin Koenecke III
Amy Glazer Kohnstamm
Paul Willard Kohnstamm
Benjamin Arrison Koppenheffer
Nicholas Lyman Kordonowy

Sunghoon Huh
School of Nursing

Edward Arthur Taylor
Vao Tong

Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning
David Alexander Birkenhal
Anna-Elizabeth Lawler
Stephanie Kay Lopez
Rachel Mee Moon

Bachelor of Urban and Environmental Planning
Savannah Knisley

Conferred May 17, 2020
Doctor of Philosophy
THE CONSTRUCTED ENVIRONMENT
Leigh Carroll Miller
Dissertation: Being (in) Between: Space and Subjectivity in Video Game Worlds

Masters of Architectural History
Robert Louis Brandon Edwards
Wade Hampton Goodrich

Masters of Architecture
Brandon Gregory Adams
Jiawei Chen
Xinghan Chen
Tianqi Chu
Jaying Deng
Samuel Eric Feldman
Qing Feng
Kristina Marie Fisher
Lydia Christine Fulton
Jacob Antonino Gianni
Joshua Robert Hadley-Goggin
Xuting Jin
Rita John
Cameron Blake Kayne
Alex Kaitlyn Kiehl
Taylor Galen Kitchens
Sihan Lai
Katherine Gail LaRose
Jonathan Brian Lewis
Katherine A Lipkowitz
Yen-Han Liu
Linxi Lu
Jiawei Luo
Shixun Lyu
Hannah Jane Mattheis
Christopher Patrick Murphy
Mingyue Nan
Michael Joel Peterson
Jonah Matthew Pruitt
Matthew Reger
Chengxin Sha
Palak Atul Shah
Jingyi Shen
Carlos Andres Soria Galvaro Duran
Fei Wang
Clifford Barrett Weaver

Xinyi Xia
Xianwen Xu
Yi Yang
Yunfan Yang
Haitong Yu
Wenyuan Yu
Jingyao Zhang
Shurui Zhang
Shan Zhu
Zi Zhuo

Masters of Landscape Architecture
Zhenfang Chen
Keviu Thatcher Gerike
Gaelle Jeanne Alice Marie Gourmeton
Yangjianqian Hu
Jingwei Jiang
Danni Jin
Xiaowei Lin
Chloe Delaney Nagraj
Stephen Andrew Spears
Taryn Wiens
Nicholas Burwell Wittkofski
Quiheng Xu
Xingyu Yang
Ziyuan Yang
Qinneng Yu
Shurui Zhang

Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning
Hunter A Berry
Kui Cai
Kellen Olivia Dunnavant
Joseph Tyler Hinkle
Jordan Hollinger
Julian Hyter
Jason Andres Inofuentes
Pranjal Sharma
Maria Farangese Tahamtani
Han Wang
Chenjie Xiong

Bachelor of Architectural History
Sarah Hirschfeld
Carly Marie Latessa

Bachelor of Science
ARCHITECTURE
Waqs Al Mulhim
Katherine Lee-Ann Alexander
Evelyn Marie Andrilis
Andrea Aragon
Ariana Arenius
Tehmen Bayasgalan
Zachary Joseph Beim
Caitria Hooper Boomsma
Jonathan E Calle Silva
Kelsea Victoria Champ
Olivia Cleary
Lauren Haley Crino
Emmett Harrison DeFree
Grace Elaine Murphy Douthit

Laurny Elizabeth Downing
Eric Joseph Duong
Karim Moustala El-Araby
Elizabeth Fentress
Keaton Haigh Fisher
Mary Katherine Francis Graeff
Caroline Carr Grant
Andre Victor Grospe
Meghan Amber Hale
Sara Elizabeth Hall
Tristan Alexander Hamrick
Amanda Kathrinn Harlow
Shelby Lynne Heard
Inhwi Hwang
Malcolm Fulton Ilmacky
Madeleine Katherine Iribarren
Gene Thomas Jones, Jr.
Tarin Alexander Jones
Anthony Matthew Kershaw
Seshi Elinam Konu
Grant Mathew Kuczler
Timothy Gray Lasley
Claire Whitman Lennarz
Emry Reed Mckane
Samantha Mellecker
Holden Sho Miles
Sarah Elizabeth Miller
Thomas Rhodes Miller
Finn Sebastian Moran
Aram John Nolan
Alexa Nitin Patel
Yuneng Qu
David Willard Rodgers
Abigail Virginia Roleetter
Ryan Wiley Shih
Paige Elizabeth Simmons
Ines Softic
Myles Shea Spadaccini
Adam Hunter Spector
Allison Vi Ta
Ailsa T Thai
Carly Michael Tominovich
Stephen Patrick Van Buren
Garrett Rhys Vercoe
Nita Wareechatchai
Elizabeth Michele Wiersma
Andrea Zabkowski
Xingyu Zhang
Diyu Zheng

School of Nursing
Conferred August 2, 2019
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Kathryn Ann O’Keefe
Capstone: Intervening on Moral Distress: Intensive Care Unit Nurses and the Moral Distress Map

Masters of Science in Nursing
Graeme Andrew Bannerman
Kathryn Anne Barger
Sarah Chilson
Sarah Marie Clore
Keith James Denny

Bachelor of Nursing Practice
Paua Chikaoditi Atueyi
Capstone: Assessing Health Literacy to Improve Heart Failure Self-Management Through Video-Based Education Counseling

Jennifer Lee Broyles
Capstone: Analytic Diagnostic Stewardship Protocol to Reduce Urine Contamination: A Quality Improvement Project

Suzanne Webb Coleigh
Capstone: Milieu Music Intervention Within a Complex Psychiatric Population

Keith James Denny
Capstone: Do Participants Retain Tourniquet Skills Twelve or More Weeks After Initial Hemorrhage Control Training?

Shaina Naomi Escrribano-Miranda
Capstone: Program Evaluation of a Pilot Occupational Stress Program

Kathryn May Gallanosa
Capstone: Educational Interventions for Primary Care Providers to Promote a Trauma-Informed Care Approach in a Student Health Setting

Dana Garnd
Capstone: Improving Unidynamic Prediction of Non-Neurogenic Underactive Detrusor in Adult Male Patients

Jessica Geen
Capstone: Program Evaluation of a Quality Improvement Intervention to Increase Provider Adherence to National Guidelines for Metabolic Monitoring in Psychiatric Patients

Suzanne Elise Laux
Capstone: Implementation of

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Nursing

a Universal Screening Program for Postpartum Depression in the Primary Care Setting

Elizabeth Lawwill
Capstone: Implementation of a Sepsis Alert to Improve Timely Sepsis Care: A Quality Improvement Project

Caitlin Michele Matzke
Capstone: Incorporating Team-STEPPS Training to Improve Staff Collaboration in an Academic Level One Emergency and Trauma Center

Tamela McGraw-Schenck
Capstone: Continuous Lateral Rotation Therapy Training to Promote Adherence to Evidence-Based Practice Guideline in a Medical Intensive Care Unit

Gabriela Emalynne Paniagua-Stolz
Capstone: Impact of a Primary Care Navigation Training for Promotoras de Salud

Robin Louise Smith
Capstone: Program Evaluation of Shared Governance Practice and Perception for Registered Nurses in a Community Hospital Setting

Susan Elaine Sturr
Capstone: Evaluation of an Education Program to Improve Self-Management in Newly Diagnosed Individuals with Multiple Sclerosis

Nana Agyeawia Tetteh
Capstone: Improving Intent to Exclusively Breastfeed in Low-Income Women Receiving Care at a Free Clinic in Northern Virginia

Tanya Dyan Thomas
Capstone: Effect of Multimodal Educational Intervention on Generalist Graduate Level Nursing Students’ Knowledge and Confidence Related to Hazardous Medication Safe-Handling Processes

Masters of Science in Nursing

Mihwa Ahn
Cashel Ladd Ahrens
Peyton Jean Allison
Jacqueline Noelle Anderson
Ashley Kathleen Apple
Shaniece Gene’Artis
Clara Stewart Ballou
Anna Igorevna Baranova
Peter Hamilton Barlow, Sr.
Caitlin Elizabeth Beaman
Trisha Bhattacharyya
Jennifer Elise Blosser
Allison Nicole Botkin
Kathleen Judge Bowie
Lisa Marie Bowman
David Michael Brown
Lindsay Ann Bruno
Mary Katherine Brygider
Matthew Benjamin Burns
Colleen Lopez Bye
Katelin Cherie Campbell
Michelle Kensey Carroll
Aims Reading Chamberlain
Ashley Nichole Chenoweth
Brittney L Christopher
David James Chovanov
Curlene Clarke
Adrienne Beaumont Coakley
Anne Catherine Codd
Tiffany Marie Colavincenzo
Olivia Louise Conn
Caylee Carin Cook
Sierra Nichole Coronado
Sabrina Cherie Cumpian
Sarah Putnam Curry
Ashley Michele Davalos
Brenda Louise Deller
Morgan Stiebel Dickinson
Benjamin Burtner Dillonbeek
Han Ding
Farren Humé Dodson
Lauren Connelly Dorsey
Elizabeth Marlee Dunbar
Andrea Dunshue
Meredith Brooke Dyer
Timothy-Keith Schau Earley
Jennifer-Rose Eccles
Heather Turpin Farmer
Dawn Aimee Fisher
Deja Fuller
Bradford Tyler Garmon
Amanda Marie Gibson
John Donald Giles
Sally Christina Haines
Erin Lynn Harr
Carly Elaine Harris
Brittany H Harrison
Arianna LeKole Hawn
Amanda Kaeleigh Hendrix
Juliana Golden Heyward
Wendy Diane Hudspeth
Joshua David Hughes
BriannaRae Stout Hundley
Dawn Marie Hunt
Mattie Winston Hylcr
Jennifer Corser Hymel
Nkechinmyere Chidiebere Ilo
Paterson Bukama Ilunga
Christina Danielle Jones
Stephanie Elyse Keeling
Katherine Kois
Jennifer Krynitsky
Colleen Anne Kupesky
Alexandra Taylor Larosa
Emily Anne Ledbetter
Hyang gi Lee
Mary Katherine Leich
Rebecca Louise Lesnoff
Kathleen Jane Lichit
Sarah Anne Lofh
Morgan Pierce Mackenzie
Danny Armette Mallory
Marcia Justice McGee-White
Shannon Lee McGuigan
Logan Taylor Mills
Joshua Evans Moore
Kathryn Baker Moore
Jordan Ashley Moorefield
Lauren Kimberly Morrison
Lucie Mukadi Ndya
Liane Noriko Okada
Casey Anna Oot
Jazmynn Ordelana-Noia
Blake Alexander Parkes
Kathleen Hetzer Peterson
Nicole Vanessa Plowman
Caroline Elizabeth Porco
Melanie Elizabeth Richwine
Jennifer Rocha
Kathleen Lee Rogers
Virgina Louise King Sargeant
Heidi Schreckenbach
Jessica Lee Shenk
Nancy Norman Simmons
Alexis Simpson
Amber Lynn Smith
Anneliese Smith
Millicent Ewarudajo-Settler
Tory Mae Stribling
David John Talarico, Jr.
Anthony Taylor
Erim Louise Tennyson
Morgan Leigh Torrence
Khadjiah Rochelle Torres
Elizabeth Caitlin Toutain
Caitlin Marie Vande Pol
Timothy Michael Walsh
Laci Waters
William Andrew White
Rachel Cameron Wilkinson
Habibah Dixon Williams
Benjamin Henry Wilson
Schuyler Christopher Wong
Anna Cecilia Louise Wood
Chelsea Shae Wood
Seth Wood
Ellie Meredith Worley
Mary Virginia Wright
Abigail Ruth Zuehlke

Bachelors of Science in Nursing

Natalie Kathleen Bailey
Destiny Desiree Baskfeld
Meredith McNair Bond
Meghan Margaret Bradshaw
Samantha Nicole Brooks
Rachel Anna Brown
Katie Nicole Bullard
April Joane Burns
Arlena Faith Burns
Juliana Lucas Butzer
Hollie Aurora Camp
Gabrielle Jessie Carter
Harriette-Beatricia Castrell
Allison Centineo
Ming Tak Chan
Skyeler Haze Cohen
Ann-Marie Coleman
Natasha Michelle Coleman
Tori Nicole Cooke
Cynthia Cox
Ricardo Diaz
Desiree Madlon Dixon
Aburree Duggan

Michele Ann Eckstein
Olivia Juliana Eichner
Gabriela Regina Felke
Jessica Beverly Fei
Cassandra Grace Finkbeiner
Tyler David Gaedecke
Tiona Zhanee Gaithers-Epps
Arati Ghising Tamang
Laura Elizabeth Habermeyer
Emily Grace Hall
Maya Lin Holly
Lance Tyler Hardcastle
Megan Hiser
Ceiliagh Mae Holstein
Kiani LaShae Hudgins
Thyra Eden Jensen
Christina Rosa Johnson
Edelmyra David Johnson
Shamara De'Sha Jordan
Lauren Elizabeth Kahle
Arielle Marie Kemp
Alexus McBride Keyser
Madeline Claire King
Samantha Madison Lay
Eleni Lazarides
Jenna Levant
Valeria Lopez Vazquez
Coryn Elissa Mayer
Elise Marie Mazzone
Amy Meehan
Pamela Ashley Michel
Matthew Benjamin Minero
Christine Malesa Minozzi
Dominique Nichole Moore
Kathryn Moore
Audrey Morton
Desiree Mosley
Katherine Rose Newport
Eric Vatchong Ng
Kate Marie O’Connor
Caroline Lillian O’Keefe
Reanna Kathleen Panagides
Andrea Lynn Penrod
Annalise Harms Plater
Elizabeth Warren Pollard
Giovanina Antoinette
Teresa Scout Powell
Roseanna Marie Quinanola
Jane Quinn
Anna Foster Ransone
Selma Miriam Raphael
Esha Rawat
Kathryn Jane Rhyme
Somerset Marshall Rice
Stephanie Salinas
Bailey Josephine Sanders
Brooke Alexandra Showalter
Patricia Marie Siemchula
Patricia Davis Sites
Charles Edward Smith
Tammy Elizabeth Smith
Jessica Lynn Sookram
Kristen Ashley Spence
Kayla Starnard
Lindsey Pamela Sweet
Anna Noelle Tayas
Ryan Connor Thomas
Md Farid Uddin
Kela Jean Wallace
Jamie Amanda Wallenstein

1 Distinguished Majors Program
McIntire School of Commerce

Distinguished Majors Program

Nina Rachelle Zorzi
Mosfika ZebAra Yeasmin
Julia Whitehead
Cameron Elizabeth Welch
Lydia Waterman
Sarah Elizabeth Ware
Connie Zhang
Daniel Ward
Benjamin Sebrell Sydnor, Jr.
Jackson Sutherland
John Strohecker
Andrew Stanton
John Herbert Smalley
Nathan Paul Sable
Kevin Owen Rankin
Nathan Paul Sable
John Herbert Smalley
Andrew Stanton
John Strohecker
Jackson Sutherland
Benjamin Schrell Sydnor, Jr.
Daniel Ward
Christopher Curran Williams
Connie Zhang

McIntire School of Commerce & Darden Graduate School of Business Administration

Conferred August 2, 2019

Masters of Science

Business Analytics

Razmik Abrahamyan
Samuel Douglas Adamson
Sibel Nazmyye Akdag
Jena Al-Barzini
John T Anderson III
Matthew John Arnold
Daniel R Asstalos
Joseph Daniel Atcheson
Elizabeth Jane Atkins
John William Barnard III
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Allison Weatherford Bernert
Roger Fleming Hagerty Boyce
Truc Thuy Bui
Boyu Chen
Jiaxi Chen
Yijing Chen
Tyler James Cohan
Sebastian Oliver Jack Tyrer Cook
Bradford Gary Corbett III
Samuel James Cristicitolo
Ling Dong
Christopher Joseph Dowdy
Oliver Edelmann
Robert Nester Ends
Joseph Louis Epstein
Alden Thomas Ewing
Edward Milton Farley V
Claire Marie Fogarty
Kaysha N. Forbes
Robert Evan France
Allyson Frei
Zhenhang Fu
Robert Nicholas Garza
Benjamin Dillon Goldberg
Sahil Grover
Allison Frances Hahn
Mitchell Han
Andrew Harrison Hazelp
Jessica Nicole Herfurth
Acacia Damiano Hoisington
Jonathan Hunt Holland
TianHang Hu
Xin Huang
Samir Husain
Daxton Joseph Sanders Johnson
Filip Dariusz Kawka
Benson Kingler
Justin Lagomarcino
Alex Lambrinoupolos
Jameson Alexander Ledoux
Jessie Wenhao Lee
Brian Michael Lenert
Hongyi Li
Yichen Li
Lidan Liang
James McLean Long
Evan Jiang Shan Lum
Ziyue Luo
Keping Ma
Xiaochuan Ma
Sanamtha Carbonell Marcus
Roy Masha
William Connor Mason
Sharon Grace Mays
Erin Leigh McMahon
Samuel Lee Miller
Matthew Milstead
Paul Etienne Mortemousque
James Patrick O’Brien
Madison Danielle Orlow
Emily Pan
Zachary Michael Papin
Henry Charles Paul
Alan Clark Payne, Jr.
Connor Michael Pierson
Emily Jane Plante
Brian Joseph Policard
Lingxin Pu
William Alexander Raab
Carl Nolan Riley
Megan Claire Routhert
Michael Marshall Rozynski
Carroll Arthur Rutter IV
Austin Scott Rybarczyk
Aubrey Miles Fitzhugh Salmon
Dustin Patrick Sammons
David Michael Schutte
Qasim Ahmed Sheikh
Shannon Simko
James Reilly Simmons
Oliver Song
Daniel Alejandro Sosa
Emma Marie Spadafore
Gabrielle Maney Struckell
Ethan Christopher Swan
Parichay Swarup
Chao Tang
Charles King Thompson, Jr.
Siming Tian
Geoffrey Ryan Tidey
Jess Tighe
William Stewart Tynes
Michael James Van Slyke
Robert Adrian Versprille III
Haowei Wang
Hunter Campbell White
Mark Wallace Williams, Jr.
Yiming Wu
Pan Xiao
Shuyang Xiao
Xiaobing Xu
Yuqi Yan
Xinyan Yang
Gates Hopkins Young
Wenxin Yu
Zhan Zhang
Kunqi Zhao
Xiang Zhao
Jiamin Zhuo

GLOBAL COMMERCE

Samy Ahmed
Antonin Luca Maxime Amata
Jorge Gustavo Arangurzen Baeza
Erin Bailey
Colleen Marie Betik
Andrew David Broussard
Reed Hill Cawthon
Jiahui Chen
Yash Chevli
Merritt Kathleen Corrigan

Alison Hawthorne Coy
Giulio Costantino D’Addario
Alexandra Kira Doll
Aiyou Dong
William Balcke Denton Dowell II
Daniel Friedich
Matthew Phillip Gordon
Alexander Tomas Gutierrez
Rui He
Simeng He
Catherine Anne Isham
William Roger Koepsell
Hai Li
Yin Li
Qianyun Liao
Siya Lu
Rui Mao
Karl Martin
Michael Anthony Mehary
Carlo Napolitano
Ruili Ou
Lingya Pan
Maria Carolina Pereira de Jesus
John Ray Permenter IV
Vincenzo Polverino
Cristiano Roberto Pozzoli
Nicola Primieri
Ling Qian
Shihai Qian
Alissa Inez Rahat
Marcos Xi-Fang Ripoll-Bunn
Patrick Sell
Wran Shan
Ying Shang
Suzann Elise Slaunwhite
Benedetta Terrin
Abigail Kristin Vaculik
Johannes Van Lieshout
Laurens Roland Peter Van Ovost
Vita Vok
Jiayu Wu
Tianyuang Yang
Xiaofu Zhou

MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Joseph Francis Acquavella III
Moneeb Ahmed
Ralph Amoako-Kesse
Diego Anderson
Edward Rouzie Baird IV
Pauline Winston Phillips Beasley
Sara Brooks
Claudio Manuel Bustamante
James Butcher
Joseph Buzzelli
Robert Cho
Joseph Corradino
Randall Lee Crabtree
May Anh Dang Nguyen
Dexter James Doyle
David Dron
Peter Vincent Eck
Tyler James Edelman
Heidy Zully Escalante
Brett Fedgley
Tetiana Gaghan
Cynthia Janeen Goodnight
John Nelson Grinn III
Eric Ntiamoah Gyamo

Sarah Elizabeth Ware
Lydia Waterman
Cameron Elizabeth Welch
Julia Whitehead
Sydney Laine Wiles
Mosfika ZebAra Yeasmin
Nina Rachelle Zorzi

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Bachelors of Science in Commerce

Addison Walter Dunn
Amro Elsir
Kari Ann Nelson

Conferred December 19, 2019

Masters of Science

ACCOUNTING
John Bryant Edralin Cragun
Kathryn Henley Rudisill
Emily Travis

Conferred May 17, 2020

ACCOUNTING
Thomas Michael Abele
Simran Bajaj

Bachelors of Science in Commerce

Bettina Fouad Abboud
Ahuenia Akua Aboagye-Nyame
Otto Thomas Barrett Ackermann
Kevin Adams
John Dalton Addy
Alexander Christian Aguileria
Akua Agyeman
Muhammad Ahmad
Benjamin Tracy Albright
Ameen Al-Dalli
Abraaz Khan
Zumzum Anwar Khan
Anjali Khanna
Anchita Khullar
Dong Hyun Kim
Susie Kim
Daisy Shields King
Elizabeth Jane Kochard
Junghun Koh
Nicholas Patrick Koziolek
Jason Etan Kramer
Lucy Kate Krasker
Ellis Robert Kritzer
Grace Kulik
Bryce Hutton Land
Victor Garrett Layne
Alexander Lawson Lee
Anna Lee
Jodie Felicia Lee
Katherine Elizabeth Lee
Latrell Lewis Lee
Roman Tyler LeFebure
Holly Erika Leinz
Sarah Michelle Lewis
Christine Jin Li
John Li
Hannah Yoojin Lim
Jeannie Lim
Yi Fan Lim
Kirk Howland Lindberg
Sabrina Ann Lingenfelter
Scott Liu
Charles Farrell Long III
Elise Christine Lovett
Joseph Young Lu
Mary Catherine Lynch
Ryan Olavo Macedo
Kambham Reddy Mahathii
Yash Maheshwari
Mitchell Fergus Maisonnais
Isaac Andrew Marr
Lauren Martin
Maisam Marzyie
Katharina Massenko
Nicholas Paul Mastrogiannis
Rebecca Lynn Mata
Viungia Abigail McCarthy
Edward Gordon McDonald
Bushton Smith McGarr
Conor McGrath
John Gupta McGreevy
Ryan Thatcher McKernan
Ryan John McNell
Vaibhav Mehta
Serena Meintzesch
Selanet Girma Melaku
Matthew Balsen Merrick
Charles G Meyer IV
Jose Clendening Millner
Kat Louis Millner
Connor Aidan Moses
Anne Catherine Moshyedi
George Christopher Moss
Omar Khaled Mostafa
Justin Daniel Moyer
Claire Parsons Moyle
Samantha Nicole Mueller
Michael Stewart Murphy
Faris Musa
Andrew Nguyen
Jannette Nguyen
Kyle Nguyen
Jude I. Nijoku
Mereditth Blair Nolan
David Andrew Nussbaum
Onyekachi Nwaneri
James Austin O'Brien
Ellis Robert O'Day
Kevin Burns O'Leary
Henry Waterfield Owen
Thomas John Paganoucci
Raghava Pamula
John Harold Parcell
Gregory Gabriel Paredes
Kush Kirti Patel
Harrison Chung-In Patzel
Isahni Milind Pendse
Sydney Ariane Peoples
George Everett Perry V
Courtney Elizabeth Peters
Walter Charles Pickell IV
Mattias Emil Pinto
Cassandra Nicole Plemmons
Rishi Pochiraju
Zoe Beatrice Pottow
Susan Emery Pratt
Winona Pritts
Annalee Catherine Rader
Melissa Kay Rallo
Alexandra Ramella
Aneesh Reddy
James Garrett Reid, Jr.
Yaxin Ren
Yincheng Ren
Matthew Edward Renk
Jason Edward Reynolds
Clarissa Ribeiro Bittes
Cameron Matthew Richter
Tasman Ray Ridgely
Victoria Joan Robertson
Ethan Ross
Casey Jo Elliott Rowzee
Russell Murat Rudd
Faith Anne Runnells
Sorab Singh Sandhawalia
Nathanial Karl Sandweiss
Anne Elizabeth Satterwhite
Raghabaj Raj Savara
Pearson Savarino
William James Sayre, Jr.
Harlan Weltner Schade
Taylor Renee Seibert
Aditya Seth
Tanisha Shah
Vaidehi Pranav Shah
Andrew Vindel Shannon
Anne Conway Sharkay
Emily Cecile Shepherd
Jieru Shi
Nathan Eric Shirley
Joao Silva
Ryan Simard
Caroline Feher Smith
Chandler Elizabeth Smith
Micah Joseph Smith
Tyler Wilson Smith
Ana Patricia Solis
Rahul Soni
Matthew Blake Sonnenblick
Maria Soroka
Renee Marie Spillane
Lewis Springer
Mary Katherine Stanfield
James Linwood Staub
Caroline McCurry Stevens
Stephen Wesley Stricker
Eric William Stroud
Connor Swain
Haroon Tahir
Kathy Tao
Justin John Tennery
Nitsch Ganesh Thakur
Alfiq Azz Thobani
Jason Tyler Thomas
Jonathan Lucas Thomas
Nadav Tollman
Erik Vincent Toor
Elizabeth Brown Trull
Emma Lillian Tucker
Dahanna Victoria Vaysman
Ivan Andres Vega Pazmino
George Michael Villacis
Frederico Rodrigues Lima Vivacqua
Chi-Quyngh Nguyen Vo
Amanda Nicole Vollaro
Carolyn Vona
Sitarum Vuppaladadiyam
Sylvester Pierce Walmsley
Tyler James Walsh
Christopher Walters
Yuhua Wang
Zhiqian Wang
Kyle Richard Ward
Brandon Scott Warren
Natalie Diane Weinberg
Alexander Garrett Weissman
Aaron Hughes Weller
Eric R. Weltz
Yuqing Weng
John Stone West, Jr.
John Mortensen Willey
Jordan Elise Williams
Sophie Grace Wilson
Kathryn Ann Winner
Adam Samuel Wohlgemuth
Paige Cavanaugh Wood
Henry Harrison Woodward
Yonna Xihsha
Jingjing Xu
Justin J Yang
Hansekoo Yoo
Andrea Yoon
Elizabeth Yoss
Albert Zeng
Xiyu Zhang
Tianyu Zheng
Brett Christopher Zion, Jr.
Aaron Yang Zuo

Conferred August 2, 2019

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies
Dominic Conway
Karla Erica Creque
Liz Natalie Fitts
Jonathan Frederick
Clifton Steven Tinsley
Heidi Marie Tombs

Conferred December 19, 2019

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies
Kate Ashley Nield Brandenburg
William Ward Buckland, Jr.
Romina Roxana Guevara Pineyro
Brinney Nicole Huff
Savannah Marie Jones
Jessica Long
George Maris
Christian Morgan O'Connell
Jesus Pino Aguilar
Heather Anne Truman
John Ulmer

Conferred May 17, 2020

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies
Noor Hussam Abo Daher
Ashley Anderson
Angela Scott Brau
Gabriella Lena Marselian Edwards
Reha J Francis
Ursula Gabriela Freitag
Holly Leighann Jenkins
Clifton Delano Jones, Jr.
Ingrid Elime McGowan
Robin Fields Munson
Blake Omohundro
John Francis Pavlansky III
Ashley Renee Peterson
Ahmad Samir Popalzai
Vanessa Quiroga Saimz
Michael Taylor Ratliff
Russell Adam Rejonis
Michael Taylor Ratliff
Samuel Adam Spargur
Michelle Lynn Stanislaus
Katherine Lorraine Stephens
Aidan John Swienton
Kristi Whitaker
Randall White
Taylor Joseph Zaleski

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy

Conferred December 19, 2019

Masters of Public Policy
Aaron Brotman
Tianwei Qu

Conferred May 17, 2020

Masters of Public Policy
Haima Askari
James Roult Barber II
Christopher Barnett
Merwan Benamor
Andrew William Bishop
Anthony Robert Boese
Arielle Boguslav
Ashley Bultman
Tyler Eason Chandler
Jordan Elizabeth Chapman
Michelle Charochak
Ruth Miriam Checkoff
Trent Joseph Chinnaswamy
Bryan Richard Christ
Brent Clarke
Chloe Jifah Cohen
Tilden Lester Coleman
Alexandra Lee Connell
Justin Ronald Cooksey
Zachary Joseph Diamond
Daniel Christopher Durgavich
Catherine Michelle Farnsler
Connor James Gallagher
Hannah Kristine Gavin
LeAnn Renee Golding
Patrick Grant
Laura Daniela Gonzalez Guerrero
Cameron Nadim Haddad
Robert William Haggart
Anna Haritos
Sajjid Abbas Hasan
Rebecca Elyse Hattar
Alexander Hendel
Abigail Elizabeth Holland
Jordan Hollinger

Michael McKeon Jarosz
Kendall Nicole Johnson
Paige Elizabeth Karp
Laura June Wolfgang Keppley
Patrick Connor Kelly
David Patterson King
Martha Leibowitz
Samuel Reensjerna Lesemann
Margaret Mae Linden
Xinyang Liu
Molly Magoffin
Natalie Moore
Samantha Mori
Violette Nourney
Brendan Novak
Carrie O’Foran
Katherine Victoria Pajewski
Julia Methvin Payne
Hannah Collins Peterson
Athena Claire Post
Rachel Konheim Davidson Raycraft
James Reed
Thomas Russell Walton Roads
Madison Elizabeth Roberts
Madeline Roth
George Eric Rudenbusch
Ian Rust
Witney Elizabeth Skigen
Lucy Smith
Benjamin Stolz
Mercer Stearns Swetnam
Sarah Anna Tinnimi
Seneca Emily Tsang
Ruilin Tu
Meagan Eileen Walters
Winston Lloyd Willett
Mikayla Alison Woodley
Si Zhang

Bachelors of Arts
Gabriel Jose-Maria Aguto
Ryan Alexander
Amber Cason Arnold
Benjamin Baker
James Patrick Banks, Jr.
Alexandra Christine Blake
Grace Bird Blanchard
Charlotte Frances Brade
Thomas Patrick Brennan
Isabelle Mia Burke
Asha Talia Chadha
Grace Chapman Cogguillo
Chandler Collins
Tate Cristine Connors
Anna Perrin Cox
Mary Craig
Michaela Jacinta Dahl
Andrew DeSantis
Hailey Amanda Disch
Megan Marie Dombrowski
William Ford Easley
William Pierce Edlich
Zachary Steven Estess
Lauren Aislin Ettre
Campbell Scott Farina
Magdalena Ellen Ferran
Sarah Elizabeth Franklin
Lucia Moliner Gayley
Eva Bryce Gobourne
Joanna Lorynn Goodman
Garrison Grow
Courtney Constance Halle
Caroline Leighton Hanes
Nina Cecelia Hankins
Biligag Bagol Hirshland
Leland Jackson Howell, Jr.
Brandon Scott Hylton
Karunya Iyappan
Aaron Lawson James
Jade Jennifer Tantoco James
Victoria Rose Kelley
Andrea Nicole Khattabi
Morgan Emily Kurst
Kaitlin Hae Lee
Lois Elinor Chun Lo
Samatha Mable Louque
Zoe Gabrielle Lunn
Keelyn Isabella McCabe
Alexandra June Milliken
Mark Allen Millsap
Caitlen Rose Moser
Albert Quentin Murray IV
Biruk Negash
Martha Cecilia Newsom
Harper Adelaide North
Solya Stanislavovna Olenicheva
Taylor Cole Overton
Matthew Miller Poliakoff
Katherine Purcell
Jessica Taylor Quisenberry
Jean Clare Recklau
Nicole Elizabeth Reeves
Helen Christian Roddley
Krisen Renee Rose
Sophie Marianne Rosen
Shireen Mohamadi Sarkar
Matthew Evan Schaefer
Hannah Marissa Semmes
Mairin Shea
Elyse Marie Sheppard
Julia Taylor Siegel
Hannah Kathryn Sobolevitch
Claire Lorraine Stemmn
Josie Nola Suddeth
Zackary Gil Slezinger
Eliza Nicole Tobin
Meghan Aislinn Tomner
Brooke Lawson Valentine
Maria Fernanda Wong Salas
Catherine Grace Wood
Christopher Michael Alexander Woodfolk
Brian Alexander Zuluaga

School of Data Science

Conferred May 17, 2020

Masters of Science
DATA SCIENCE
Ruslan Askerov
Deepakochi Chattopadhyay
Sneha Choudhary
Dibyendu Roy Chowdhury
Nicholas Callaway Clifford

Distinguished Majors Program

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Student and Faculty Awards

Alumni Association’s Ernest H. Ern Distinguished Student Award
Chesdin Reid Harrington

Gray-Carrington Scholarship Award
Aaron Lawson James

David A. Harrison III Undergraduate Research Awards
Jordan Blythe Beeker
Sasha Bilal
Tina Shuqiao Chai
Joyce McKenzie Cheng
Catherine E Collier
Sarah Frances Corning
Sarah Garzione
Connor Virginia Haynes
Andria Na Li
Chelsea Eileen Li
Benjamin Charles Neubert
Elsa Olivia Nylund
Lasapriya Pidaparthi
Nushaba Rashid
Jacqueline Siegel
Carlin Taylor Smith
Samantha Marie Strohm
Abigail Joy Stuab
Sarah Ann Thomas
Mythili Vigneshwar
Eric Wang

Holland-Blackburn Scholarship
Christina Rosa Johnson

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Architecture
Michael Manfredi
Marion Weiss

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Citizen Leadership
Rajiv J. Shah

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Global Innovation
Ted Turner

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Law
Sonia M. Sotomayor

Raven Society Awards
Students
Omar Elhaj
Lachlan Stewart Hassman
Jessica Kansky
Jasmine Tyler Lee

Faculty
Robert Davis
Jacqueline Doyle

Alumni
Margaret Ann Brown

Walter N. Ridley Scholarships
Micah Harris
Christina Rosa Johnson
Sydney Desiree Williams

Seven Society Louis A. Onesty Award
Kiley Susan Banker

Seven Society James Earle Sargeant Award
undocUVA

Edgar F. Shannon Awards
Presented by the “Z” Society
School of Architecture
Taryn Wiens
College of Arts & Sciences
Caroline Elizabeth Conlan
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Zachary Ralph Carson
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
Brian Alexander Zuluaga
School of Continuing & Professional Studies
Robin Fields Munson
Curry School of Education and Human Development
Sarah Elizabeth Holland
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Taison Durand Bell
School of Data Science
Melissa Chantal Phillips
School of Engineering & Applied Science
Anna Cerf

School of Law
Mariette Grace Peltier
McIntire School of Commerce
Victoria Joan Robertson
School of Medicine
John-Henry Lee Dean
School of Nursing
Tyler David Gaedecke

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Awards
Students
Kaitlyn Tatiana Diaz
Chesdin Reid Harrington
Community Member
Wayne D. Cozart

Posse Scholars
Terneh Ahi
Andrea Aragon
Alvin Mansul Barnes III
Matthew Coomer
Simone Lynnise McGowan
Jannette Nguyen
Khuong Doan Nguyen
John Perez
Sierra Nicole Ruiz
Nathanial Karl Sandweiss
Honorary Societies

Alpha Omega Alpha
Honorary Medical Society
Meagan Elizabeth Briley
Anne Lewis Carlton
Alexandra Lilly Deal
John-Henry Lee Dean
Dhruv Mihir Desai
Michael Isaac Dougherty
Elizabeth Louise Gammon
Darian Leslie Hoagland
John Christopher Hulse
Christopher Jerome Kaperak
Tessa Marie Klump
Kristen Leigh Knapp
Joseph William Kocan
Brett Ronald Kurpiel
Paulina Bao Tran Le
Jonathan Edmund Lipsey
Shannon Browning May
Joseph Francis Mort
Joanna Odenthal
John James Popovich
Jeffrey Robert Ruland
Martha Elizabeth Stewart
Ryan Felix Sutyla
Benjamin Alfred Tran
Laura Frances Walsh

Alpha Sigma Lambda
National Honor Society
Angela Scott Brau
Gabriella Lena Marselian Edwards
Robin Fields Munson
Emily Driver Myers
Aidan John Swienton
Clifton Steven Tinsley

Beta Kappa Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau National Society of Nursing
Meredith Blair Nolan
James Patrick O'Brien
Kevin Burns O'Leary
Henry Charles Paul
Emily Jane Plante
Vincento Polverino
Alissa Inez Rabat
Carl Nolan Riley
Ethan Ross
Anne Elizabeth Satterwhite
Leo Sequeira
Adam James Sheehan
Qasim Ahmed Sheikh
Micalaj Joseph Smith
Tyler Wilson Smith
Oliver Song
Matthew Blake Sonnenblick
Maria Soroka
Kevin Michael Spezia
Andrew Stanton
John Strohecker
Jackson Sutherland
Parichay Swarup
Benjamin Sebrell Sydor, Jr
Haroon Tahir
Lauren Marie Van Nostrand
Amanda Nicole Vollaro
Tyler James Walsh
Brandon Scott Warren
John Mortensen Willey
Kathryn Ann Winner
Elizabeth Yoss
John Alexander Young
Connie Zhang
Aaron Yang Zuo

Beta Kappa Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society
Lauren Connelly Dorsev
Caitlin Nicole Dreisbach
Aburee Duggan
Andrea Dunshie
Michelle Ann Eckstein
Olivia Juliana Eicher
Shaina Naomi Eshribo-Miranda
Gabriela Regina Fehles
Dawn Aimee Fisher
Tyler David Gaedecke
Kathryn May Gallanosa
Bradford Tyler Garmon
Arati Ghusing Tamang
Laura Elizabeth Habermeyer
Brittany H Harrison
Juliana Golden Heyward
Wendy Diane Hudspeth
Joshua David Hughes
Brooke Rae Stout Hundley
Nekhiinreye Chidibere Ilo
Thyra Eden Jensen
Christina Rosa Johnson
Edelmyra David Johnson
Shamara De'Sha Jordan
Lauren Elizabeth Kahle
Alexus McBride Keyser
Madeline Claire King
Katherine Kois
Alexandra Taylor Larosa
Elizabeth Lawwill
Emily Anne Ledbetter
Samuel Leitch
Denni Leicht
Elise Ham Lenox
Jenna Levantin
Caitlin Michele Matzke
Coryn Elissa Mayer
Elise Marie Mazzone
Tamela McGraw-Schenck
Kathryn Baker Moore
Lauren Kimberly Morrison
Audrey Morton
Reanna Kathleen Panagides
Carrie Stanton Pinkham
Carolyn Elizabeth Porco
Giovanna Alyssa Potenza
Chuleeporn Prompahakul
Jane Quinn
Anna Foster Ransone
Virginia Louise King Sargeant
Jessica Lee Shenk
Pamela Sue Sierschula
Patricia Davis Sites
Amber Lynn Smith
Robin Louise Smith
Millecolor Ewurajoia Stettler
Lindsay Pamela Sweet
Nana Agyeêmwaa Tetteh
Tanya Dyman Thomas
Md Farid Uddin
Laci Waters
Julia Whitehead
Sydney Laine Wiles
Rachel Cameron Wilkinson
Schuyler Christopher Wong
Elle Meredith Worley
Hui Zhao

Jefferson Scholars Class of 2020
Nathaniel Robert Abraham
Isabelle Ballard Andrews

Vilas Annavarapu
Parker James Bach
Mary Elizabeth Barksdale
Kristen Rochelle Barrett
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Wyatt Sanford Beazley V
Michael Theodore Benos
Anna Czer
Trent Joseph Chmmsawamy
James Coleman Chisom
Xara Natasja Davies
Clare Hill Draper V
Elizabeth Atterbury Fisher
Cassandra Mia Grello
Xiulin Guo
Lance Tyler Hardcastle
Ceiligh Mae Holstein
Bradley Katcher
Chirag Kulkarni
Samuel Garland LeFew
Rohit Musti
Lindsey Andrews Page
Emmit Kellum Pert
Aksay Naga Venkata Pulpavary
Philip Michael Renkert
Kathryn Olivia Renneker
Ronak Rijhwani
Megan Claire Roughton
Tsering Yangzom Say
Colleen Marie Schinderle
Mazzen Samer Shalaby
Matthew Blake Sonnenblick
Alexandra Grace Spratley
Deniz Tunceh
Olivier Paul Weiss
Emma Westerhof-Shultz
Jackson Gillespie Wilkins
Eileen Ying

Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society
Javara Khalid Abbasi
Erin Sheridan Adomnino
Cole Stevenson Aldrich
Summer Amanda Allen
Anahissa Almaraz-Camacho
Kritika Reddy Arrabothi
Umam Arshad
Griffin Michael Asnis
Hayley Anna Austin
Ian Alexander Ballbus
Madison Channing Ballman
Wynn Genevieve Barsanti
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Sallie Marie Blanks
Samuel Morris Borak
Grace Evelyn Bowie
Elizabeth Grace Brewer
Nicholas Karl Brozey
Avery Leigh Bullock
Austin William Bunting
Alexis Maria Catalano
Caroline Mills Chamberlain
Joyce Mckenzie Cheng
Yuqi Cheng
James Coleman Chisom
Elizabeth Chung
Brent Clarke
Annette Maria Codd
Callie Jeanine Collins
Johnson Yates Congleton
Honorary Societies

Caroline Elizabeth Conlan
Willow Kate Cosenza
Kathleen Frances Cronin
Naaz Daneshvar
Katherine Brooke Daniel
Maura Madeleine Davis
Taelor Brianna Davis
Jimena Alessandra Diaz Cornejo
Joseph Edward Peabody DiMeglio
Elinor Rose Dinkin
Hailey Amanda Disch
Michael Isaac Dougherty
Sarah Celeste Dudley
David Rice Dustin III
Neely Margaret Egan
Brian Tidong Fang
Elana Filipos
Evan Charles Fisher
Matthew Frank
Quinn Lydia Funston
Andrew Frank Garcia
Mariam Gbadamosi
Brett Alexander Goerl
Bita Golshani
Rachel Anna Greaney
Rachel Ilyse Greene
Payton Ashley Grimes
Olivia Grotenhuis
Katherine Anne Hanna
Victoria Herrera
Maggie Balog Hirshland
Jonathan Dunham Holste
Joyce Xinyi Hong
Emily Diane Hooker
Marion Sealy Hopkinson
Katherine Hasey
Sarah Huffman
Joshua Charles Hurwitz
Halima-Huda Ismail
Alexander Emil Johnson
Corinne Elyse Johnson
Erica Berit Johnson
Chad Kamen
Alexander Ross Kash
Amy Danielle Kislyakov
Emily Peyton Klein
Julia Raleigh Kothmann
Samantha Kay Kraske
Ash Krishnakumar
Samantha Rose Kunkel
Rashid Efis Lasker
Jin Hanbyul Lee
Samuel Reenstjerna Lesemann
Margaret Lynn Lemes
Natalie Killmon Lewis
Andrea Na Li
Chelsea Eileen Li
Jacob Cooke Libby
Victoria Emalee Lim
Bryanna Lindberg
Michael Lam Ly
Savana Lisette Mai
Anthony Stuart Malabad
Michael Marget
Christopher Joseph Margraf
Eve Elizabeth Matheson
Keelyn Isabella McCabe
Cooper Israel McCoy
James Wyatt Miller
Massimo Antonio Morabito

Bijan Moshedi
Sam Averil Nadjadi
Sonali Nanda
Justin Tu-An-Kiet Nguyen
Will Norton
Margaret Claire O'Donnell
Katherine Riley Oxeson
Sofya Stanislavovna Olenicheva
Meaghan Cameron O'Reilly
Madison Danielle Orlov
Marie Victoria Pinto
Vittoria Katherine Richards
Corinne Elise Roberts
Jason Samuel Rosenthal
Megan Claire Routhart
Jeffrey Robert Ruland
Colleen Marie Schinderle
Kathryn Mackenzie Schultz
Erica Schumann
Jennifer Socoler
Gavin Russell Scott
Margaret Ann Servais
Kartik Jatin Shah
Emily Jane Shawkey
Casey Sawyer Simon
Eleanor Lambeth Smith
Katie Caroline Socolow
Mira Sridharam
Alexa Mindlin Stecker
Jacqueline Suzanne Stevens
Catherine Elizabeth Strawley
Samantha Marie Strohm
Jae Yoon Sung
Nora Surby
John Miller Surette
Katherine Elizabeth Swenson
Morgan Starns Swetnam
Claire Szepszyk
Sofia Francesca Tabernilla
Marta Farangese Tahamanti
Mary Elise Talkington
Mark Lewis Tenzer
Alena Titova
Benjamin Alfred Tran
Vathari Kathrine Fay Tripp
Sindhuvar Vaddamani
Yizhou Wang
Anna Laura Warner
Jenna Christine Warren
Victoria Suzanne Webb
Dylan Ellis Weber
Jamie Lynn Wertz
Isabelle Farnke Witteven
Matthew Ryan Wohlleben
Abby June Wood
Margaret Woods

Raven Society Students
Nathaniel Robert Abraham
Sophie May Abramowitz
Temiloluwa Opeoluwa Akinola
Vilas Annarapu
Megan Christine Appleton
Umar Arshad
Griffin Michael Asnis
Daniel Sameh William Ayoub
Parker James Bach
Lavina Backman
Margaret Rose Barilka
Erik Kelley Barrett
Kristen Rochelle Barrett
Jordan Rylee Beeker
Ann Catherine Begley
Narjes Bencheikh
Sarah Kate Benson
Rebekah Loughry Berlin
Nathan Koichi Berry
Alice Fay Besterman
Simranjot Bhalla
David Alexander Birkenhal
Andrew William Bishop
Ralph Clayton Bishop III
Arielle Boguslav
Roman B Bobuk
Ashley Catherine Bolte
Jordan Elizabeth Bridges
Carson Christopher Brooks
Sakur Budhathoki
Isabelle Mia Burke
Camryn Jill Burlay
Nicholas Richard Buttrick
Molly Masten Cain
Anne Lewis Carlton
Anna Cerf
Tina Shuqiao Chai
Virginia Rose Chambers
Bickey Haw Yu Chang
Manal W Cheema
Joyce Mckenzie Cheng
Ryan Alexander Clark
Madelyn Gillions Clevenger
Anne Catherine Codd
Callie Jeanine Collins
Caroline Elizabeth Conlan
Olivia Louise Conn
Kelly Elizabeth Connors
Leeza Constantoulakis
Brynn Sequoia Cook
Caitlin Anne Copeland
Sarah Frances Corning
Robin Anne Costello
Johanna Smith Coulter
John Bryant Edralin Cragun
Rachel Caroline Cressell
Hannah Thankful Cunningham
Valerie Elizabeth Cyphers
Katharine Elisabeth Daniel
Katherine Brooke Daniel
Lois Davis
Jordin A. Dickerson
Aubrey Lynn Doede
Megan Marie Dombrowski
Robert Connor Donnan
Clare Hill Draper V
Caitlin Nicole Dreisbach
Grace Anne Duncan
Sally Ann Duncan
Kayla Rae Dunn
Jeremy William Eberle
Michelle Ann Eckstein
Marwan Amr Elbattouy
Ana Cristina Estrada
Adam James Fallon
Scott Michael Feeley
Tyler David Gaedecke
Noouha Gammar
Elizabeth Louise Gammon
Raymond Michael Gans
Sean Thomas Gatewood
Brett Alexander Goerl
Ilana Esther Green
Kassandra Grimes
Andre Victor Grospe
Lise K. Guerrier
Xinlu Guo
John Divine Han
Hope Joelle Harrison
Sajjid Abbas Hasan
Christian Rochford Hayes
Connor Virginia Haynes
Shehla Hegde
Courtney Leah Hill
Sarah Huffman
Arjun Iyer
Waled Jehadad
Yuanyuan Ji
Abigail Lei Jordan
Shamara De'Sha Jordan
Jessica Leigh Joyce
Chloe Katren
Caroline Malory Kelsey
Anjali Khanna
Jeewoo Kim
Emily Peyton Klein
Tessa Marie Klump
Andrew Kobin
Merly Tess Konathapally
Julia Raleigh Kothmann
Samantha Kay Krasker
Art Tan Kulatti
Trina K. Kumdodzi
Caitlin Elizabeth Kwalwasser
Katherine Eleanor Lake
Katherine Gail LaRose
Elyse Noelle Lee
Jasmine Tyler Lee
Andria Na Li
Chelsea Eileen Li
Jaco Cooke Libby
Hyokyung Lim
Yi Fan Lim
Max Philip Linden
Sean Thomas Linden
Sarah Anne Loth
Lidia An Luo
Molly Magoffin
Jay Thomas Maixner
Anthony Stuart Malabad
Monica Katherine Marciano
Michael Marget
Christopher Joseph Margraf
Michael David Marrow
Anna Martin Beecher
Jenna Barbara Marzougui
Bailey Jo Ellen McGrew
Katriona Colleen McNeely
Kathryn Kate Mead
Alexandra Medack
Nadine Michel
James Wyatt Miller
Read William Mills
Joshua Evans Moore
Robert Glenn Moulder, Jr.
Emily Driver Myers
Chloe Delaney Nagraj
Rajveer Nehra
Benjamin Charles Neubert
Brian Carl Neumann
Meredith Blair Nolan
Honorary Societies

Priscilla Amma Opoku-Yeboah
Layne McKenna Oram
Victoria Osinski
Basak Ozaslan
Savannah Grace Page
Jonathan Andrew Pan
Reanna Kathleen Panagides
Gabriela Emalyne Paniagua-Stolz
Zachary Michael Papin
Julia Methvin Payne
Robert Torr Pazhwak
Alyssa Nahir Perez-Melendez
Courtney Elizabeth Peters
Herman Otto Ira Pfaeffle
Thien Khoi Nguyen Phung
Ravi Kesav Srinivas Pidikiti
John James Popovich
Akshay Naga Venkata Pulavarty
Savannah Chappell Quick
Kareem W Ramadan
Kavyasi Ravikanti
Kristopher Rawls
Faith Anne Runnells
Miranda K. Russell
Olivia Lauren Sabik
Katelyn Elizabeth Salotto
Tierre Sanford
Shannon Marie Savell
Makenzie Alexis Scanlon
Mary Eleanor Schmalzl
Kathryn Mackenzie Schultz
Guy Andrew Schwartz
Vincent Sciortino
Gavin Russell Scott
Erin Lee Seagars
Margaret Ann Servais
Vikram Seshadri
Mazen Samer Shalaby
Jeremy Joseph Porter Shaw
Noojan Dominick Sheybani
Margaret Mary Shields
Jacqueline Siegel
Elahet Soltanaghaei Koupaei
Matthew Blake Sonnenblick
Maria Soroka
Karthsha R Srikanth
Michele St Julien
Rebecca Louise Stanhope
Rachel L. Staub
Jacqueline Suzanne Stevens
Natalie Russell Stoll
Anna Laing Stormoen
Catherine Elizabeth Strawley
Samantha Marie Strohm
Sarah Elisabeth Strong
Jason Sumontha
Amanda Lynne Swanson
Lindsey Pamela Sweet
Claire Szipszky
Jessica Ann Taggart
Sana Tauchi
Edward Arthur Taylor
Luiz Felipe Teixeira Brandao
Amber Thaxton
Laura Elizabeth Toulme
Victoria Joel Robertson
Megan Claire Routhort
George Eric Rudebusch
Dalton Adrales Ruh
Corey Nash Runkel
Faith Anne Rummells
Miranda K. Russell
Olivia Lauren Sabik
Katelyn Elizabeth Salotto
Jackson David Samples
Tierre Sanford
Shannon Marie Savell
Makenzie Alexis Scanlon
Mary Eleanor Schmalzl
Kathryn Mackenzie Schultz
Guy Andrew Schwartz
Vincent Sciortino
Lena Welch
Cory Andrew Weller
Emma Westerhof-Shultz
Logan White
Makayla Lyall Whitehurst
Jackson Gillespie Wilkins
John Mortensen Willey
Sydney Desiree Williams
Samuel Barbour Wilson
Isabelle Farkme Witteveen
Evan Michael Wolfe
Xianwen Xu
Eileen Ying
Jonathan Zheng
Paul Jeffrey Zivick
Faculty
David T. Auble
Pamela F. Cipriano
Dudley J. Doane
Martha Wynne Stuart
Kirt von Daacke
Alumni
James Allman-Gulino
Wendy Davis
William Utt
Robert Wadsworth
Richard Westphal
Mabel Wilson
Society of Fellows
Caleb Paul Agnew
Haniyeh Barahoutepasandi
Nicholas Richard Buttrick
Emily Elizabeth Cook
Brett Charles Evans
Geoffrey Landor Gordon
Lily Tayce Greenway
Ryan Michael Grippo
Jessica Hesper
Quinn Hirschi
Adam Chase Huckaby
Katherine Elizabeth Lantz
Eric Dane Magnuson
Gillet Gardner Rosenblith
Tracey Mia Stewart
Tirajeh Tahvildar Akbari
Laura Elizabeth Toulme
Tau Beta Pi
Engineering Honor Society
Daniel Sameh William Ayoub
Nathan Barefoot
Patrick James Beck
Emily Hope Davenport
Robert Connor Donnan
Amber Noel Eccelberger
Lydia Erbaugh
Christopher Henry Fitzpatrick
Emma Hand
Alex Handy
Adam Gregory Hershaft
Dylan Scott Ishikawa
Jasraj Singh Raghuwanshi
Ryan Fernando Remias
Connor Grisier Roos
Zachary William Rosen
Alexander Berton Rudin
Michael Ivan Schapowal
Vincent Sciortino
Vikram Seshadri
Meredith Keleigh Sutton
Katherine Jane Taylor
Niphathsa Wongwiset
Angela Yi
William Tiger Zhang
Jonathan Zheng
The Good Old Song

That good old song of Wah-hoo-wah,
   We’ll sing it o’er and o’er;
It cheers our hearts and warms our blood
   To hear them shout and roar.
We come from old Virginia
   Where all is bright and gay;
Let’s all join hands and give a yell
   For the dear old UVA.